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We welcome you to the new world of Blomberg.
A world where green is respected, design is timeless and expectations are exceeded.

A world which is…
… in harmony with nature through products designed to preserve natural resources.
… in harmony with your home through a universal design that will complement various styles.
… in harmony with you through practical solutions, unique innovations and reliable quality.

Let us discover this world together.

BLOMBERG
IN HARMONY WITH YOUR LIFE
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Reddot Design Award
The Reddot Design Award ranks among the world’s biggest design competitions, 
and is recognised internationally as a seal of quality. Blomberg’s logitronic 
dishwasher GSN 1580 XB won the Reddot Design Award, confirming it as an 
innovative appliance with outstanding design features. 

EcoTopTen
EcoTopTen is a major initiative, promoting reduced energy consumption and 
environmentally friendly product innovation. The research project and the 
campaign are both supported by the German Federal Ministry for Education 
and Research, the German Federal Ministry for Consumer Protection, Nutrition 
and Agriculture, as well as the Foundation Zukunftserbe (“Heritage of Future”). 
The German Eco-Institute selected Blomberg heat pump dryer TKF 1350 S as 
one of only three products nominated in the EcoTopTen ranking. The following 
Blomberg refrigerator models were recommended for their energy saving: TSM 
1541 A++, KSM 9650 X A++, KSM 9650 A++, DSM 1510 A++, DSM 9630 X A++ 
and DSM 9630 A++. Also the following dishwasher models were recommended 
for their energy saving and environment-friendly features: smarTouch, GSN 9585 
XB, GSN 9580 XB, GVN 9380 XL, GVN 1380, GIN 9585 XB.

Stiftung Warentest 
Stiftung Warentest is the leading consumer safety group in Germany. Blomberg’s 
heat pump dryers TKF 1350 A/S and TKF 7350, washing machines WAF 7340 
and WAF 7442 SL, and dishwasher models GIN 1580 XB and GVN 1380 have 
been recommended by Stiftung Warentest for their outstanding quality.

Excellence in Design Award 
Blomberg mirror refrigerator MDND 1880 received a Bronze 
award in appliance DESIGN Magazine’s 22nd Annual Excellence 
in Design Awards Competition. The purpose of appliance 
DESIGN’s annual design competition is to honour those 
designers who have excelled in meeting the modern challenge 
of harmoniously melding technology and industrial design.

GUT (1,9)
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GUT (2,0)

Blomberg
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GUT (2,5)
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Plus X Award
The Plus X Award is Germany’s biggest competition in the consumer electronics 
market and was created to offer consumers meaningful and reliable evaluation of 
goods. In the big white goods category Blomberg received several Plus X Awards: 
washing machine WAF 1560 S, built-in oven BEO 9576 X and free standing 
cooker BGM 15320 DX PR for design; dishwasher GSN 1581 X for design and 
innovation; tumble dryer TKF 1350 S for innovation; refrigerator KND 1650 X 
for innovation and ecology; washing machines WAF 7360 AQ and WAF 7462 
S, and dryer TKF 7459 A for ecology; built-in oven BEO 1690 X, side-by-side 
refrigerator KQD 1360 X, dishwashers GLN 9220 E and smarTouch™, and built-in 
oven BEO 9770 X for design and ease of use; washing machines WNF 8428 A30 
and WNF 8447 A50, and dishwasher GSN 9582 XB7 for ease of use and ecology; 
refrigerator MDND 1880 and built-in oven BEO 9761 X for design and ecology; 
and dryer TKF 8439 A for ease of use.
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Ease of Use

®

®
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®

®
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®

®
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Energy+ Award
The European Commission commended Blomberg’s 
refrigerator/freezer CT 1300 A the most energy 
efficient refrigerator at the Energy+ Competition. With 
the daily electricity consumption of a 16 W light bulb, 
this Blomberg refrigerator has lower annual average 
energy consumption than any comparable appliance. 
In terms of the EU label classification, it qualifies for 
an A++ label.

VDE
Blomberg’s Q line washing machines and logitronic 
dishwashers have received the VDE approval for their 
outstanding performance. VDE, the Association for 
Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies, is 
a Germany-based testing institute, which is one of 
the largest technical and scientific associations in 
Europe. Blomberg is the first brand to receive the VDE 
approval for both washing machines and dishwashers.
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All Blomberg appliances have a 3-year warranty 
as standard to give you complete piece of mind.
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BUILT-IN 
OVENS  
We invite you to admire the sleek edges, straight lines, smooth surfaces 
and timeless style that define the Blomberg built in oven range…
Appreciate the functionality and simplicity and discover the cooking 
technology provided by Blomberg.

Welcome to the next level of cooking.
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Practical control panels 
Blomberg offers a variety of easy-to-use control panels. The 
dials have a stainless steel look, in line with the oven handle. 
For a perfect and clean line finish look, some of the Blomberg 
ovens also feature the push-in pop-out knobs. 

The animated electronic timer is controlled with practical 
rotary knobs. The electronic display is easy to use and 
recommends the most suitable cooking rack level based 
on the selected cooking function. For improved cooking 
performance, the ovens also feature a sensitive temperature 
adjustment in 5°C increments (between 40°C and 280°C). 

The Blomberg digital LED timers feature easy to view and 
easy to use symbols and functions. The light of the display 
panel can be adjusted in 3 different shades and the timer can 
be set at 3 separate tones. in addition delay timer option is 
designed to help you manage your time efficiently. 

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY  

‘A’  Energy Performance
All Blomberg built in ovens are ‘A’ energy rated, using 20% 
less energy than standard ‘A’ rated models. They offer 
the best performance with minimum energy consumption. 

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

ELEGANT DESIGN  
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Sophisticated ‘White Gloss’ collection 
The new Blomberg ‘White Gloss’ collection has been designed to create a stylish and premium look. The 2 ovens BDO 9400WG and 
BEO 9400WG will compliment any kitchen style with the white high gloss finish and metal handles. The control panel is controlled by 
large push in push out knobs for a sleek surface. 

To complement the look, the chic glossy white ceramic glass hob MKN 24201 W has cool contemporary metal effect side control 
knobs and offers four distinctive cooking zones with chrome rings. Simple but elegant, the smooth hob surface will make cleaning 
effortless.

Robust oven door
All Blomberg ovens feature a full glass door that can support 
heavy dishes and trays up to 22.5kgs. In addition the new 
design hinge system allows easy door opening and removal – 
making the oven cleaning even easier. 

Made of stainless steel, the straight and solid handle will 
create a modern finish look while  complementing perfectly 
the control knobs. 

Large glass window
It will allow you to see the oven interior without opening the 
door, avoiding heat and energy loss during the cooking cycle. 

11
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PRACTICAL

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

Telescopic shelf system 
The Blomberg ovens BEO 9444 X and BDO 9400 WG are designed with the telescopic shelf system. The extending arms provide an 
easier access to the cooking tray. The integrated stop mechanism also guarantees safety when basting and serving dishes. 

12



Interior light
The Blomberg ovens BEO 9414 X, BDO 9400 WG, BEO 9444 X 
and BEO 9400 WG feature an interior light with cylindrical lamp 
placed either on the rear or the sides of the oven cavity. It will 
give you an easy cooking progress checking without opening 
the oven door. The grey coloured cavity surface also helps 
reduce reflection on the glass door. 
The same halogen lamp, available on BDO 9564 X provides 
even more energy efficient and brighter white lighting. 

Recommended shelf level
The electronic timer of your Blomberg oven will indicate the 
recommended shelf level based on the cooking function you 
choose. To make the cooking process even easier, the level of 
each shelf is indicated with a visible number from 1 to 5.

Booster function
The booster function available with  
BDO 9564 X has been designed to save you time. 
With this setting, all heating elements are activated 
at the same time for quick pre-heating, and the oven is heated 
35% faster in comparison to standard functions. Once the 
desired temperature is reached, the oven will automatically 
switch back to the preset cooking mode.

C°

Large oven capacity 
With 65 litres oven capacity (100 litres combined for double 
ovens), Blomberg offers one of the most spacious oven 
interior in its class. It will provide enough room to roast a 
large turkey or prepare a big feast for your family or friends. 
The full size tray will also gives you optimal cooking space 
while the deep tray design is ideal for roasting and baking. 

13
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IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

EASY TO CLEAN

‘Nano’ Technology – keeps glass  
doors clean
With the oleophobic Nano coating on the inner 
glass door, Blomberg BEO 9444 X single oven 
maintains its shiny good look for years. Thanks to this special 
technology, the door simply requires cleaning with soapy 
water and a soft cloth after every 20 cooking cycles. 

Easy Clean enamel
All Blomberg ovens are coated with an ‘Easy 
Clean’ grey enamel. This long lasting finish gives 
an elegant look and allows an easy, quick and 
ecologic cleaning of the oven cavity and trays.

easy
clean

nano
technology

Easy-to-remove side racks
The side racks fixed to the oven can be easily detached without 
any tool allowing a complete oven cleaning with minimal effort.

Smooth cavity
With no visible screws or interior points, the Blomberg oven 
interior gives a shiny and smooth surface. It helps reduce the 
amount of dirty food in the oven and makes it easier  
to clean. 
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IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

EASY TO CLEAN

Full glass door
All Blomberg ovens have an easily removable doors that is easy to clean with a single wipe. In certain models the glass window is also 
removable to allow you to clean the glass separately.

Catalytic liners
All Blomberg ovens have catalytic liners in the oven interior, 
these absorb cooking grease and reduce food odours, 
reducing the need for aggressive cleaning and harsh 
chemicals.

Fingerprint free surface
All Blomberg ovens in the range have fingerprint 
free panel and doors, so you won’t have to worry 
about leaving behind a mark.

fingerprint
free
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Recessed grill 
The top grill / heater in the Blomberg ovens has been 
recessed to avoid the risk of self injury while reaching the top 
shelf. In addition, it minimizes the temperature of the oven 
handle and knobs for a safe touch.

Key lock
For complete piece of  mind, the Blomberg electronic ovens 
have a key lock, which allows you to lock the timer settings. 
The function will prevent accidental pressing of buttons while 
it is in operation.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

SAFE
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COOKING FUNCTIONS  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

Bottom heater
Only the base cooking element is in operation - ideal for slow 
cooking , pizza, quiches and pastries that require additional 
heat at the base. 

3D cooking
Top, bottom and central heating elements operate together 
with the fan motor. Convenient and time saving,  this function 
allows you to cook 3 separate dishes simultaneously on 
different shelves.

Warm keeping
Ideal for keeping the food warm until it is time for serving. It 
also helps cakes and bread to rise.

Conventional
The top and bottom heating elements are in operation. 
For even heating from above and below - ideal for stews, 
casseroles, pastries and meats.

Low grill
Only the mid part of the grill is in operation. This is an 
energy-efficient function designed to grill a small amount of 
food with minimum energy consumption.

Grill
The full grill is in operation. This function is ideal for grilling 
and browning larger quantities of food.

Pizza
Bottom heating element, circular heater and fan are in 
operation. This function is ideal for cooking pizza.

Fan cooking
The circular heater and the fan motor operate together. The 
heat in the oven is distributed evenly in the centre. In this 
setting, you can cook 2 or 3 different foods that require the 
same or similar temperature settings.

Slow cooking
The fan motor and central heater operate together. It allows 
better flavour distribution and helps tenderise many meat 
dishes  through the cooking process as well as saving 
energy.

Grill+fan
The full grill and fan motor operate together. This function is 
ideal for lean meats and fish.

Defrost
The fan motor is in operation - Quick and hygienic, ideal for 
delicate food like quiches which require a lower temperature 
defrost. 

Conventional+fan
The bottom and top heating elements  operate together with 
the fan motor. This function is ideal for using the whole oven, 
with particular focus on browning and base heat.

Booster
All heating elements are activated for 35% quicker pre-
heating. This function is ideal when you are running short 
on time.

C°
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BUILT-IN DOUBLE OVEN

BDO 9564 X

Multifunction double oven with programmable animated timer

AA Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class  

Main Oven Features 
n A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class 
n Large display programmable electronic timer with rotary control
n Large oven capacity - 65 lt 
n  12 cooking functions: Static, static+fan, fan cooking, 3D, pizza, grill+fan, 

grill, low grill, slow cooking, bottom heater, warm keeping, defrost
n Booster, fast to-the-degree heating
n Electronic temperature control, 5°C sensitive
n 5-level removable side racks
n Interior light with 2 square halogen bulbs 
n Catalytic liners mounted on the side wall 

Top Oven Features
n A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class 
n Large oven capacity - 35lt 
n Tilted grill for easy cleaning 
n Catalytic liners mounted on the side wall 
n 4 cooking functions: Static, bottom heater, low grill, grill
n Interior light

Additional Features
n Removable full width glass inner door 
n Key lock 
n Pop in - pop out knobs for top oven

Accessories
n 1 Full size enamel cooking tray with internal grill rack
n 1 Enamel baking tray
n 3 Wire shelves with stop position system

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 895x594x567 mm

Colour 
n Fingerprint free stainless steel with black glass control panel

90
easy
clean

fingerprint
free
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Fan double oven with programmable LED timer

AA Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class  

Main Oven Features 
n A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class 
n Programmable digital LED timer 
n Large oven capacity - 65 lt 
n  7 cooking functions: Fan cooking, defrost, warm keeping, static, grill, 

bottom heater, low grill
n Telescopic shelf system 
n Easy clean enamel surface
n 5-level removable side racks
n Interior light with 1 cylindrical halogen bulb 
n Catalytic liners mounted on the side wall 

Top Oven Features
n A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class 
n Large oven capacity - 35lt 
n 4 cooking functions: Static, bottom heater, low grill, grill
n Interior light
n Catalytic liners mounted on the side wall 

Additional Features
n Key lock 
n Tilted grill for easy cleaning 
n Catalytic liners on side wall 
n Pop in - pop out knobs 

Accessories
n Deep Cooking tray
n Baking tray
n 3 wire shelves 

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 895 x594x567 mm

Colour 
n White Gloss fascia finish 

BDO 9400 WG 

BUILT-IN DOUBLE OVEN

90
fingerprint
free

NEW
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BEO 9444 X 

BUILT-IN SINGLE OVEN

Fully featured multifunction oven with programmable LED timer 

Easy Clean via Oleophobic Nano coating on inner glass doors 
A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class 

Main Features 
n Large fully programmable animated LED timer 
n Large oven capacity - 65 lt 
n  8 cooking functions: Conventional, conventional+fan,fan cooking, grill+fan, 

grill, 3D cooking, bottom heater, defrost
n Telescopic shelf system 
n Easy clean enamel surface
n 5-level removable side racks
n Interior light with 1 cylindrical halogen bulb 

Additional Features
n Removable full width glass inner door 
n Key lock 
n Tilted grill for easy cleaning 
n Catalytic liners on side wall 
n Pop in - pop out knobs 

Accessories
n 1 telescopic system with wire shelf for easy access
n 1 full size enamel cooking tray with internal grill rack
n 1 wire shelf with stop position system

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 595x594x567 mm

Colour 
n Fingerprint free stainless steel with black glass control panel

60
nano
technology

fingerprint
free

NEW
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BUILT-IN SINGLE OVEN

BEO 9400 WG

Fan oven with programmable LED timer and white gloss facia  

A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class  
Sleek design with push in push out control knobs

Main Features 
n Programmable digital LED timer 
n Large oven capacity - 65 lt 
n 4 cooking functions: Defrost, grill+fan, grill, fan cooking 
n Easy clean enamel surface
n 5-level removable side racks
n Interior light with 1 cylindrical halogen bulb  

Additional Features
n Key lock 
n Tilted grill for easy cleaning 
n Catalytic liners on side wall 
n Pop in - pop out knobs  
n Removable full width glass inner door

Accessories
n 1 full size enamel cooking tray with internal grill rack
n 2 wire shelves with stop position system

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 595x594x567 mm

Colour 
n White gloss fascia finish 

60
fingerprint
free

NEW
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BUILT- IN SINGLE OVEN

BEO 9414 X

Fan oven with programmable LED timer

A Energy rated - 20% more energy efficient than A class  

Main Features 
n Programmable large digital timer 
n Large oven capacity - 65 lt 
n 4 cooking functions: defrost, grill+fan, grill, Fan cooking 
n Easy clean enamel surface
n 5-level removable side racks
n Interior light with 1 cylindrical halogen bulb 

Additional Features
n Key lock 
n Tilted grill for easy cleaning 
n Catalytic liners on back wall 
n Pop in - pop out knobs  
n Removable full width glass inner door 

Accessories
n 1 full size enamel cooking tray with internal grill rack
n 2 wire shelves with stop position system 

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 595x594x567 mm

Colour 
n Fingerprint free stainless steel with black glass control panel

60
easy
clean

fingerprint
free
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BUILT-IN HOBS  
Blomberg offers a range that will suit your preferred 
cooking method. The design of the range has been 
developed with care and detail to ensure the 
appliance will complement your built in oven 
and any style of kitchen. 
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BUILT-IN HOBS
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SOPHISTICATED 
‘WHITE GLOSS’  

COLLECTION 
The new Blomberg ‘White Gloss’ collection 

has been designed to create a stylish and 
premium look. The chic glossy white 

ceramic glass hob MKN 24201 W has cool 
contemporary metal effect side control knobs 
and offers four distinctive cooking zones with 

chrome rings. 

Simple but elegant, the smooth hob surface 
will make cleaning effortless. The 2 ovens 

BDO 9400WG and BEO 9400WG will 
complement the hob with the white high 

gloss finish doors and metal handles. The 
control panel is controlled by large push in 

push out silver knobs for a sleek surface. 

IN HARMONY  
WITH YOU
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Elegant design
Blomberg ceramic hob features a scratch- resistant, easy-to 
clean smooth surface. It is designed with a stainless steel 
front and back frames and bevelled side edges to withstand 
everyday use, further enhancing the appearance and 
functionality of your kitchen. 

Safety features
The residual heat indicators will warn you with a visible “H” sign that the cooking zone is not cold enough to touch safely. The 
child lock will prevent accidental pressing of buttons that might change the cooking setting and temperature. 

The anti overflow system automatically shuts off the power in case of liquid boiling over onto the control panel. Also, the hob will 
automatically switch off if the zone is left on for a long period of time.

Timer
The timer allows you to set a cooking time for each 
cooking zone separately. When the cooking time is 
up, the hob will automatically switch off the zone 
and a buzzer will signal the end of cooking.

Heat-up and simmering
With this setting the hob first operates at maximum power 
for instant heating for a preset time. Then, it automatically 
switches to a less powerful mode for simmering. 

Easy to use control panel  
Designed with a touch control panel, the Blomberg 
ceramic hob allows you to set precise temperature 
and settings. Each heating zone is also operated by 
a separate touch point  meaning they can be individually and 
easily regulated. 

soft
touch

timer
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EXPERT COOKING 
WITH GAS HOBS

From professional chefs to those who are 
passionate about cooking, the benefits of the 
traditional gas cooking are a preferred way of 

cooking for many people. 

IN HARMONY  
WITH YOU
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Practical pan supports
Blomberg pan supports are cast iron finish and have been 
designed to guarantee maximum stability and generous 
spacing between the burners. Their continuous straight 
design allows you to slide pots and pans from one burner to 
another very easily. 

Wok burner
The Blomberg triple crown wok burner reaches an efficient 3800W. It will allow you to cook food rapidly without 
compromising any nutritional values. The crown ensures that the heat is distributed evenly, resulting in excellent cooking 
performance over a shorter period of time. 

Flame safety device
For your total safety and peace of mind, the 
Blomberg gas hob has a ‘flame safety device’ fitted 
as standard. The device senses when the gas has 
gone out and automatically cuts off the gas. 

Under dial instant ignition
With new and improved control knobs, the ignition 
is now quicker and easier. Simply press and turn 
the dial for instant auto ignition and you are ready 
to cook.

Elegant  design
The Blomberg gas hob is made of modern stainless steel. The 
front controls facilitate temperature settings and match the 
knobs of the Blomberg ovens for a harmonious look in your 
kitchen.

wok

flame
failure

knob
ignition
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BUILT-IN HOBS

60 cm Touch control ceramic hob 

Main Features
n  4 vitroceramic cooking zones including Dual zone and 

extended zone 
n  Front and back stainless steel frames
n Bevelled side edges
n  Front Touch control with separate touch pads 
n  1-9 cooking levels per zone
n  Digital display 
n  Precise heat adjustment
n  On / off indicator
n  Individual Timer for all zones 
n  Intelligent pan size recognition
n  Heat-up and simmering 

Safety
n Child lock
n Individual residual heat indicators
n Anti-over flow system
n Automatic stop system 

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 55x580x510 mm

Colour
n Black ceramic

MKN 54322 X

60 60

60 cm Side control ceramic hob with  
white high gloss finish 

Main Features
n 4 ceramic cooking zones
n Chrome rings finish 
n Metal effect side control knobs 
n 1-6 cooking power levels per zone 

Safety
n On / off indicator 
n Wipe clean hob surface 
n Induction residual heat indicators 

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 71x580x510 mm

Colour
n White high gloss finish 

MKN 24201 W

timer

soft
touch

knob
ignition

NEW
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60

60cm Front control gas hob 
 

Main Features
n 4 gas burners including 1 wok burner (3.3 kw wok burner)
n Cast iron pan supports
n Auto ignition front control knobs
n One piece Hob surface for easy cleaning 

Safety
n Flame safety device for all burners 

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 98x580x510 mm

Colour
n Stainless steel 

GEN 53415 E

flame
failure

wok

* Picture used as illustration purposes only
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BUILT-IN 
WASHING  
MACHINE  
Combining great performance 
with style, the Blomberg integrated 
washing machine has been designed 
for modern living. The model 
features time saving and innovative 
programmes to help you protect your 
clothes and keep them looking as 
good as new for longer. 

33
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IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

PRACTICAL  

Automatic water adjustment system
For conservation of water resources, the Blomberg washing 
machine is equipped with an automatic water adjustment 
system, which enables your machine to adjust its water intake 
based on the amount of the laundry.

Time Saving programmes and functions
The Blomberg WMI7462W20 combines time saving 
programmes with clever options to give you complete control 
over your laundry task and therefore maximise your free time.   
The ‘Fast Full Load’ will wash a full load in just 39 
minutes while the ‘Mini 14’ will wash 2kg of laundry 
in just 14 minutes. You can also select the time delay 
function to allow you to wash at a time convenient for you.

Minimum energy consumption
Blomberg washing machine WMI7462 W20 has been 
designed to achieve outstanding fabric care and wash results 
using the least possible amount of detergent, water and 
electricity. It is A++ energy efficient, consuming up to 20% 
less energy than “A” class models. 
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Smart programmes
The Blomberg integrated washing machine has a variety of wash programmes for different textile types. In addition  special 
programmes have been developed to meet any of your laundry care requirements. 

Cotton 20 

Machine care 

Dark wash 

Hygiene 

Lingerie
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IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

SAFE

Durable heater
The Blomberg washing machine is equipped with a special 
nickel-coated heater. This heater is a hundred times more 
durable than regular heaters. Thus, it prolongs the life of 
your washing machine. The heater also eliminates the need 
for scaling arising from hard water, and consequently saves 
energy and time while heating the water.

aquAvoid
aquAvoid is an anti-leak system designed to protect your home against flooding. The Blomberg washing machine is 
equipped with aquAvoid security system, which cuts off the water intake to the machine, should leakage occur from the 
internal hose

Quality tested
For long life expectancy, we test 100% of our washing 
machines before they leave our factory. For maximum 
durability, 2% of all machines undergo a thorough audit 
test. Every machine is tested for safety and functionality. 
Furthermore, Blomberg washing machines are tested 
continuously for life cycle durability on various programmes.

aquAvoid
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BUILT-IN WASHING MACHINE

7kg Washing Machine

7 kg load capacity; 1600 rpm spin speed 
A++AA 
Mini LCD control with time remaining display  
Variable spin speed and temperature control  

Programmes 
n 16 programmes including 
  Mini 14’, Fast Full Load, Dark Wash, Hygiene, Cotton 20,  

Refresh, Lingerie

Functions
n Prewash/ Quickwash/ Rinseplus/ Anti crease

Main Features
n 24 h time delay
n Liquid detergent compartment 
n Automatic water adjustment system
n Durable heater

Safety
n Child lock

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 820x600x540 mm

WMI 7462 W20 

A AA 7kg

largedrum 
capacity

mini 14’ aquAvoid

N.B - Door and door handle not supplied with appliance
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BUILT-IN 
DISHWASHER  
Designed to provide high quality and 
performance, the Blomberg dishwasher 
is packed with special programmes, great 
features and storage solutions that will help 
you save time and money.  

Discover how it will provide a real style 
statement in your kitchen... BUILT-IN DISHW

ASHER
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IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

PRACTICAL  

Great performance
The Blomberg dishwasher GVN9483E has  “A++AA” 
rating for energy consumption, cleaning performance and 
drying level. It will consume up to 20% less energy than 
standard ‘A’ class models. 

Turbo fan drying
Turbo fan drying is an active ventilation system with increased 
air circulation. By means of this technology not only does 
your dishwasher achieve better drying performance but also 
leaves dishes cool enough to touch at the end of the drying 
cycle. 

Multi detergent compatible
The Blomberg dishwasher is compatible with all types of 
liquid, powder and tablet detergents. Regardless of your 
choice of detergent, your dishwasher will give the same 
outstanding performance. Furthermore, the detergent 
container is user friendly and has cross opening lids for an 
easy refill.
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Multi level wash
The Blomberg dishwasher uses a multi level wash system to provide immaculately clean dishes. In this system, two spray arms, 
placed in the bottom and the middle of the dishwasher, work in coordination with the showerhead at the top spraying water from every 
direction to reach even the most remote parts of your dishes.
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Auto Sense system 
Using an advanced technology, the Auto Sense system 
automatically monitors the dirt level of the dishes and selects 
the cycle temperature and time accordingly. Simply select the 
function and your dishwasher will apply the most suitable 
wash programme with minimum water and energy

Half load
There is no need to wait for both baskets to be fully loaded to 
start your dishwasher. The half-load option offers complete 
load flexibility. No matter where you place your dishes, the 
half load function will wash them thoroughly optimising water 
consumption according to the dish load.

Salt and rinse aid indicators
In dishwashers, salt is used to adjust the water hardness level 
in order to avoid etching marks on delicate glassware. And, 
for sparkling dishes and glasses, rinse aid adds the finishing 
touch. The Blomberg dishwasher has salt and rinse aid 
indicators that will let you know when it is time for a refill.

Time saving programmes 
Blomberg offers some of the shortest 
programmes in the market , giving you perfect 
results every time. The Mini 30’ washes 
lightly soiled dishes in 30 minutes while the Express 
58’ programme delivers an amazing “A” cleaning 
performance  in just under an hour, helping you save 
time and money. 

A express58

express
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Sliding cutlery basket
The Blomberg dishwasher’s cutlery basket slides easily in the 
lower basket allowing dishes and pans to be more effectively 
loaded. It can also be removed to make space for larger items. 

Flexible upper basket
The Blomberg dishwasher is equipped with the smartRACK, a 
height-adjustable upper basket, which can be raised to make 
space for large pans or plates and baking trays in the bottom 
basket or lowered to hold tall glasses. This system allows you 
to adjust the basket height in one simple action, even when 
the basket is fully loaded. The height adjustable shelves for 
mugs can be positioned at two separate levels depending on 
your needs.  

Practical lower basket
To maximize space in the lower basket, Blomberg integrated 
dishwasher is equipped with folding tines that are easily 
folded down for easy placement of large pots and pans. 
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Stainless steel interior
The Blomberg integrated GVN 9483 E has stainless steel high 
quality interiors that not only protect the machine from heat 
and corrosion, but also sanitise your dishes with the highest 
wash temperatures available. 

Flow through heater
The heater on the Blomberg dishwasher is concealed to 
provide a safer and more convenient alternative to an exposed 
heater. This allows plastic dishware to be placed on the top or 
bottom baskets without the risk of damage.

Antibacterial seal
Food and dirt particles collected on the bottom of the 
dishwasher tank lead to bacteria formation. To maximise 
hygiene conditions, the dishwasher door is coated with an 
antibacterial seal that helps reduce bacteria for maximum 
hygiene.

 aquaVoid™ 
In case the float system detects water leakage, 
safety switch activates the drain pump and 
deactivates the water inlet valve.  The water inside 
the dishwasher is then discharged.

Quality tested
We test 100% of Blomberg dishwashers before they leave our 
factory. For maximum durability, 2% of all machines undergo 
a thorough test. Every machine is tested for safety and 
functionality. Furthermore, Blomberg dishwashers are tested 
for life cycle durability on various programmes.

aquAvoid
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BUILT-IN DISHWASHER

60 cm Fully Integrated Dishwasher

13 place settings 
A++AA 
LCD Control display   

Programmes 
n 8 wash programmes:
  Prewash, Mini 30’, Eco 50, A Xpress58’, Intensive 70°, Delicate 40°, 

Hygiene, Auto Wash 

Special Functions
n Half load  
n Time delay

Main Features
n 9 h time delay
n Turbo fan drying
n Salt and rinse aid indicator

Interior Design 
n smartRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket
n Height adjustable shelves for mugs
n Foldable plate supports in the lower basket

Safety
n aquAvoid™ 
n Antibacterial seal

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 820-920x598x548 mm

GVN 9483 E  

A AA
A express58

express

aquAvoid

N.B - Door and door handle not supplied with appliance
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BUILT-IN 
REFRIGERATION   
The Blomberg refrigeration range of 
built in appliances has been developed 
to offer maximum performance, 
convenience and reliability. 

A wide range of practical features, 
combined with the latest cooling 
technology, ensure all your cooling 
needs are met. The style and finish 
reflect the excellent build quality and 
design of the collection. 
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FUNCTIONAL  

“A+” energy efficiency
Preservation of natural resources is a priority for Blomberg. 
Therefore all our cooling models are ‘A+’ energy rated, 
consuming up to 25% less energy than ‘A’ rated appliances. 

Frost free 
Frost free technology is an advanced cooling 
system featured in the Blomberg integrated fridge 
freezers KNM1561i and KNM1551i. Frost free 
cooling creates a permanently cold environment, eliminating 
build-up of ice and bacteria in the freezer compartment. You 
will find food packs do not stick together. And best of all, you 
will not need to defrost your freezer any more

frostfree

4-star freezing
All Blomberg freezers have a 
4-star rating, for efficient freezing 
performance. They can freeze and store food at a minimum 
temperature of -18°C, and for up to 12 months. 
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FUNCTIONAL  

0-3°C super fresh zone
The super fresh zone featured in the model KNM1561i maintains the temperature of the compartment just above freezing 
point and keeps humidity at an optimum level. It ensures that fish and meat retain their vitamin and nutritional values, subtle 
flavours and a fresh and attractive appearance for twice as long compared to a regular fridge. 

superfresh
zone

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION
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smartFIX hinge system
The Blomberg TSM1750u and FSE1630u feature a special hinge 
system to connect the furniture door to the fridge or freezer door 
without the need for extra drilling. This system can hold up to 60 
kilos and provides easy access to the interior with a 115° door 
opening.
The heavy duty self closing hinges, means there is no risk of the 
doors being left ajar. 

Glass shelves
The shelves are made of safety glass, and are highly impact resistant. They help to prevent food and beverages spilling onto lower 
shelves, making cleaning easier. They can easily be placed on different levels to allow maximum flexibility.
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SAFE

Quality tested
We test 100% of our integrated cooling appliances before 
they leave our factory. For maximum durability, 2% of all 
machines undergo a thorough test. Every machine is tested 
for safety and functionality. Furthermore, Blomberg integrated 
cooling products are tested for life cycle durability on various 
functions.

Antibacterial door seals
For maximum hygiene, Blomberg fridge, freezer and fridge 
freezer door seals are coated with an antibacterial seal to 
eliminate bacteria.

Transparent freezer drawers
The front of the freezer drawers in Blomberg models are 
transparent, to allow you to see the contents clearly, saving 
time and minimising energy loss.

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION
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KNM 1561 iKNM 1551 i 

Combi Fridge Freezer

177 cm 
280 lt / 9.8 cu ft total gross volume 
Frost Free

Fridge
n 190 lt / 6.7 cu ft net volume
n Height adjustable safety glass shelves
n 1 chrome coated wine rack
n Chrome coated door rack accessory

Freezer 
n 50 lt / 1.7 cu ft net volume
n 2 transparent drawers + 1 flap transparent drawer
n Freezing capacity: 2,5 kg / 24 h
n Temperature rise time: 13 h

Build Details
n Reversible door

Product Dimensions 
n HxWxD: 1770x540x535 mm

Combi Fridge Freezer

177 cm
230 lt / 8.1 cu ft total gross volume
Frost Free

Fridge
n 155 lt / 5.5 cu ft net volume
n Height adjustable safety glass shelves
n 1 chrome coated wine rack
n Chrome coated door rack accessory
n Chiller zone (Super fresh zone)

Freezer 
n 62 lt / 2.2 cu ft net volume
n 3 transparent drawers + 1 flap
n Freezing capacity: 3.5 kg / 24 h
n Temperature rise time: 13 h

Build Details
n Reversible door

Product Dimensions 
n HxWxD: 1770x540x535 mm

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION

177 177
frostfree frostfree
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FSE 1630 uTSM 1750 u

Built Under Larder Fridge

82 cm
130 lt / 4.6 cu ft total gross volume

Fridge
n 128 lt / 4.5 cu ft net volume
n 3 height adjustable glass shelves
n Chrome coated door rack accessory

Build Details
n Reversible door
n smartFIX, integrated hinge system

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 813-863x595x545 mm

Built Under Freezer

82 cm 
96 lt / 3.3 cu ft total gross volume 
Electronic control

Freezer 
n 87 lt net / 3.0 cu ft volume
n  5 separate compartments. 3 drawers,  

1 handy rack and concealed basin
n Freezing capacity: 6 kg / 24 h
n Temperature rise time: 19 h

Build Details
n Reversible door
n smartFIX, integrated hinge system

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 813-863x595x545 mm

82 82

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION
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FREESTANDING 
COOKERS  
Today, kitchens serve as a place for 
cooking and dining as well as meeting 
family and friends. To make this 
environment as attractive as possible, 
Blomberg cookers have been specially 
developed to add a stylish touch to the 
smartest kitchen. 

Designed with inspirational and interactive 
styles, they will help you to get the best 
results, so you can prepare delicious meals 
with joy and ease.
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Large oven capacities 
With 65 litres (electric model) and 61 litres (gas models) in 
capacity for the main oven, Blomberg offers one of the most 
spacious oven interiors in its class. It will provide enough 
room to roast a large turkey or prepare a big feast for your 
family or friends. The full size tray will also gives you optimal 
cooking space while the deep tray is ideal for roasting and 
baking. The top oven is 35 litres (electric model) and 31 
litres (gas model) and is an ideal compartment for traditional 
grilling or for use as an oven. 

Practical pan supports
The Blomberg gas cooker models feature cast iron finish pan 
supports that have been designed to guarantee maximum 
stability and generous spacing between the burners. The 
continuous straight design allows you to slide pots and pans 
from one burner to another very easily. 

Interior light
The Blomberg ovens feature an interior light with cylindrical 
lamp placed either on the rear or the sides of the oven cavity. 
It will give you an easy cooking progress checking without 
opening the oven door. The grey coloured cavity surface also 
helps reduce reflection on the glass door. 

Minimum energy consumption
The Blomberg electric models are ‘AA’ energy rated, 
using 20% less energy than standard ‘A’ rated 
models, offering the best performance with minimum energy 
consumption. 
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Elegant  design
Blomberg cookers have been developed with a careful and 
detailed design to complement your other Blomberg appliances 
while giving a harmonious look in your kitchen. With the large 
display digital timer, symbols and functions are easy to view and 
use while the oven door interior has a large viewing window for 
maximum visibility. The handles are made of modern stainless 
steel (black models) or have a solid metal finish (white models) 
that will match the clean finish push-in pop-out knobs. 
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EASY TO CLEAN

Easy-to-remove side racks 
The side racks fixed to the oven can be easily detached 
without any tool allowing a complete oven cleaning with 
minimal effort.

Catalytic panels
The catalytic panels mounted on each side of the main oven 
cavity absorbs cooking grease and reduces food odours, 
reducing the need of aggressive cleaning  and harsh 
chemicals.

Removable full glass door
The Blomberg cookers feature a removable full glass door for 
the main oven. It will allow you to clean the door with a single 
wipe while the interior is easy to access to make cleaning 
simpler and quicker.  
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Residual heat indicators
Residual heat indicators on the ceramic glass top will warn 
you if the cooking zone is not cool enough to touch safely.

Flame failure safety device
For your total safety and peace of mind, the 
Blomberg gas hob has a ‘flame safety device’ fitted 
as standard. The device senses when the gas has 
gone out and automatically cuts off the gas. 

flame
failure

Auto – shut off 
The Blomberg gas cooker is equipped with a glass lid that will 
provide a safety automatic shut off. The supply of gas is cut 
off if the lid is accidentally closed with the burners still on. 

Conventional
For even heating from above and below. Ideal 
for stews, casseroles, pastries and meats.

Grill
This function is ideal for grilling and 
browning larger quantities of food.

Fan Cooking
The circular heater and the fan motor operate 
together. The heat in the oven is distributed 
evenly in the centre. In this setting, you can 
cook 2 or 3 different foods that require the 
same or similar temperature settings.

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

COOKING FUNCTIONS  

Recessed grill 
The top grill / heater in the Blomberg ovens has been 
recessed to avoid the risk of self injury while reaching the top 
shelf. In addition, it minimizes the temperature of the oven 
handle and knobs for a safe touch.
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COOKERS

HKN 9310 / HKN 9310 Z

60 cm electric cooker

Double oven
‘AA’ Energy rated - 20% more energy efficent than A class
Ceramic hob

Main Oven
n “A” energy rated 
n Large oven cavity - 65 lt 
n Fully programmable Digital timer
n 3 cooking functions: conventional, grill, fan cooking, 
n Side panels with self clean Catalytic liners
n Interior light 
n Removable full glass door 
n 5 shelf positions

Top oven 
n A energy rated 
n Large oven capacity - 35lt 
n Integrated recessed grill 
n Side panels with self clean Catalytic liners
n Interior light 

Hob
n 4 ceramic rapidlite cooking zones
n Push in pop out knobs 
n Residual heat indicators 

Accessories and additional features 
n Deep cooking tray - main oven 
n Standard cooking tray - top oven 
n 3 wire shelves with stoppers 
n Adjustable feet

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 90x60x60 cm

Colours
n White - HKN9310 
n Black - HKN9310Z  

knob
ignition
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GGN 9351 Z

60 cm gas cooker

Double oven
Gas hob

Main Oven
n Large oven cavity - 61 lt 
n Fully programmable Digital timer
n 2 cooking functions: conventional, grill
n Side panels with self clean Catalytic liners
n Interior light 
n Removable full glass door 
n 5 shelf positions

Top oven 
n Large oven capacity - 31lt 
n Integrated recessed grill 
n Side panels with self clean Catalytic liners
n Interior light 

Hob
n 4 gas burners 
n Flame Safety device on all burners 
n Cast iron pan supports 
n Auto shut off glass lid 

Accessories and additional features 
n Deep cooking tray - main oven 
n Standard cooking tray - top oven 
n 3 wire shelves with stoppers 
n Adjustable feet

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 90x60x60 cm

Colour
n Black - GGN9351Z

flame
failure

Gas oven 
cooking
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FREESTANDING 
WASHING  
MACHINES  
Combining great performance with an 
exquisite design, Blomberg washing 
machines bring a new dimension to 
laundry care. Designed to provide perfect 
wash results with the most efficient use 
of energy and water, Blomberg washing 
machines are stylish, high performing and 
easy to use.

FREESTANDING W
ASHING M

ACHINE
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Smart controls
Blomberg washing machines feature a large control panel, 
fully electronic controls and intelligent programmes 
controlled by a single dial knob, for simple programme 
selection.

Minimum energy consumption
All Blomberg washing machines have been designed to 
achieve outstanding fabric care and wash results using the 
lowest possible amount of detergent, water and electricity.

All Blomberg washing machines are at least “A+” energy 
rated, and achieve “A” wash performance.

Slim depth for easy installation
Blomberg features slim depth washing machines for tight 
spaces and cupboards. It will ensure a flush finish with the 
kitchen units.

spacesaving
solution

6kg

spacesaving
solution

7kg

spacesaving
51cm depth

6kg

7kg

spacesaving
55cm depth

8kg

spacesaving
55cm depth
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Automatic water adjustment system
For conservation of water resources, Blomberg washing machines are built with an automatic water adjustment system, which enables 
your machine to adjust its water intake based on the amount of the laundry.

Extra large porthole
To make loading and unloading of large items easier, the new Blomberg 8 kg WNF 8441 AE20 washing machine has a 34 cm extra 
large door that opens to 165°.
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Smart programmes
Blomberg washing machines offer a variety of wash programmes for different textile types. In addition to the common programmes for 
cottons, synthetics, and mixed fabrics, Blomberg offers special programmes that can be used for special needs.

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

PRACTICAL  

Time saving programme and functions
Mini 14’ programme has been developed to maximise your free time. Your machine will wash a 2 kg load of lightly soiled 
clothes in only 14 minutes. mini 14’

Woollens

Refresh

Fast full load

Hand wash  

Lingerie

Dark wash  
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Child lock function
For maximum security, Blomberg washing machines have a 
child lock. Once the child lock is activated, any alteration to 
the selected settings is ignored, and therefore the programme 
won’t be changed accidentally.

Quality tested
For long life expectancy, we test 100% of our washing 
machines before they leave our factory. For maximum 
durability, 2% of all machines undergo a thorough audit test. 
Every machine is tested for safety and functionality.
Furthermore, Blomberg washing machines are tested 
continuously for life cycle durability on various programmes.

aquAvoid
aquAvoid is an anti-leak 
system designed to 
protect your home against 
flooding. All Blomberg 
washing machines are 
equipped with aquAvoid 
security system, which 
cuts off the water intake 
to the machine, should 
leakage occur from the 
internal hose.

durable
heater

aquAvoid

Durable heater
All Blomberg washing machines are equipped with a special nickel-coated heater. This heater is a hundred times more 
durable than regular heaters. Thus, it prolongs the life of your washing machine. The heater also eliminates the need for 
scaling due to hard water, and consequently saves energy and time while heating the water.
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WASHING MACHINES

8kg Washing Machine

8 kg load capacity; 1400 rpm spin speed 
Variable spin speed and temperature control  
Mini LCD control with time remaining display 

Programmes
n 16 programmes including:
  Mini 14’, fast full load, intensive, handwash, woollens,  

lingerie

Functions
n Prewash / Quickwash / Rinseplus / Anti crease

Main Features
n A++ energy efficiency
n 24 h time delay and remaining time 
n No spin, rinse hold selection
n Automatic water adjustment system
n 34 cm XL porthole diameter
n Durable heater

Safety
n aquAvoid™ 
n Child lock with indicator light
n No water warning indicator light

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 84x60x55 cm

Colour
n White with silver fascia

7 kg Washing Machine

7 kg load capacity; 1400 rpm spin speed
Variable spin speed and temperature control 
Digital display with time remaining display

Programmes
n 11 programmes including:
  Mini 14’, dark wash, hand wash, woollens,   

shirts, sportswear

Functions
n  Prewash / Quick wash / Rinse plus / Rinse hold

Main Features
n A+ energy efficiency
n Digital display showing time remaining 
n 19 hr time delay
n Variable spin speed and temperature
n Automatic water adjustment system
n 34 cm XL porthole diameter
n Durable heater

Safety
n aquAvoid™ 
n Child lock
n No water warning indicator light

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 84x60x55 cm

Colour
n White with silver fascia

WNF 7341 AWNF 8441 E20 

A AB
mini 14’ aquAvoiddurable

heater

7kg

spacesaving
55cm depth

A AB 34

34cm
XL door

cm

mini 14’ aquAvoiddurable
heater

8kg

spacesaving
55cm depth
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6 kg Washing Machine

6 kg load capacity; 1200 rpm spin speed
Variable spin speed and temperature control
LED indicator lights

Programmes
n  11 programmes including:
  Mini 14’, dark wash, hand wash, woollens,   

shirts, sportswear

Functions
n  Prewash / Quick wash / Rinse hold 

Main Features
n A+ energy efficiency 
n 3 / 6 / 9 hr time delay
n Variable spin speed and temperature
n Automatic water adjustment system
n 30 cm porthole diameter
n Durable heater

Safety
n aquAvoid™ 
n Child lock

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 84x60x51 cm

Colour
n White     

WNF 6221

A AB
mini 14’ aquAvoiddurable

heater
spacesaving
51cm depth

6kg
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FREESTANDING 
TUMBLE DRYER  
Designed to save you time and money, 
the Blomberg heat pump tumble dryer is 
very simple and easy to operate.  
Styled to complement the  
Blomberg washing machine  
range in aesthetics and  
functionality, it will be the  
perfect partner to bring  
harmony to your  
laundry care.

FREESTANDING TUM
BLE DRYER
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ENVIRONMENTALLY 
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Minimum energy consumption
The Blomberg TKF 8451 AG50 heat pump tumble dryer uses 
70% less energy compared to an average condenser tumble 
dryer C energy rated.

Heat pump technology
Blomberg dryer range features an innovative dryer with heat 
pump technology. Heat pump systems have been widely used 
in air conditioning for many years. This technology transports 
energy from one environment to another, for more efficient 
heating.

A heat pump dryer is a combination of a condensing dryer and an air 
conditioner. The evaporator in the heat pump system does the work of the 
condenser, drying the saturated air. The condenser in the heat pump system 
is used to heat the air that dries the laundry. This closed loop system is a 
very energy-efficient way to dry laundry and condense the water from it. By 
means of this energy-efficient heat exchange system, the air temperature 
inside the drum is considerably lower compared to conventional dryers.

By means of this system heat pump dryers consume minimum amount of 
energy. Blomberg’s heat pump model TKF8451 AG50 is A++ energy rated 
and consumes 70% less energy compared to a C class model. 

Furthermore, by maintaining a relatively low temperature and with an 
advanced drum movement, Blomberg heat pump dryer allows you to dry 
more delicate items. Since the laundry’s average temperature is kept around 
55°C – much lower than the temperature of the air used in conventional 
air-vented and condenser  dryers – heat pump dryers are safer and gentler 
to your laundry than standard dryers. Lower temperature means there’s a 
much lower risk of hot air injury when you open the dryer during the cycle 
to put extra items in.

air enters the
drum at 65°C

fan

condensed water
condenser: hot heat
exchanger of the 
heat pump system

evaporator: cold heat
exchanger of the 
heat pump system

compressor

air exits at
35°C

heatpump

IN HARMONY WITH 
THE FUTURRE  

ADVANCED 
TECHNOLOGY  
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Smart programmes
Blomberg heat pump tumble dryer offers special programmes to suit your needs.

Wool refresh

Shirt 30’

Bedding

Sportswear

Jeans

Refresh

Lingerie

Viscose

Special drum paddles
With their unique forms, the special drum paddles ensure more homogenous drying and creasing. Moreover, they will prevent any 
tangling problems of big items, such as bed sheets.
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Anti-crease
The anti crease cycle separates and smooths your laundry 
after the drying cycle, by means of a gentle drum action; so it 
is wrinkle free and ready to wear.

Easy access fluff filter
The fluff filter collects the 
fluff that is produced when 
clothes are dried. It is located 
on the front of the machine 
allowing easy access. With 
its wide handle, it is easily 
removed and cleaned, and its 
large surface area improves 
the drying performance of 
your machine.

Reverse action drum
To minimise creasing, the drum 
automatically reverses during the 
drying cycle.

Large capacity and porthole
With 8kg capacity, the Blomberg condenser tumble dryers 
allow you to dry large loads in one cycle. To make loading 
even easier, they are designed with a 39.5 cm large door that 
opens to 150°.
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Auto cool-down
Cool air is blown at the end of the cycle, so the clothes are 
not too hot to handle when the machine is unloaded.

Interior drum
The Blomberg heat pump tumble dryer is equipped with 
interior light; so even the smallest items of laundry will not be 
left inside.

Sensor drying
The Blomberg heat pump tumble dryer features a combination 
of moisture and temperature sensors, which automatically 
determine when the clothes are dry, preventing damage from 
over-drying. The sensors allow you to reach the right level of 
dryness for different types of fabrics.

Easy-to-reach water tank
With its side opening door cover, the Blomberg heat pump 
tumble dryer provides an easy access to the water tank for 
increased ergonomics and ease of use.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

SAFE

Child lock
Once activated, the child lock option will eliminate any 
accidental pressing of buttons that might change the pre-set 
programme.

Warning indicators
The Blomberg tumble dryers have a series of warning 
indicator lights that will remind you when the filter needs to 
be cleaned, the water tank to be emptied and when to clean 
the condenser. The end of cycle buzzer will inform you when 
the drying programme ends, while you will also have the 
option to stop it by pressing the buzzer button.

Quality tested
For long life expectancy, we test 100% of our tumble dryers 
before they leave our factory. For maximum durability, 2% 
of all the machines undergo a thorough audit test. Every 
machine is tested for safety and functionality.
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TUMBLE DRYERS

Heat Pump Dryer

8 kg load capacity 
Mini LCD control display  
A++ energy rated  

Programmes
n 16 programmes including:  
 Refresh, shirts, jeans, bedding, shirts 30’
Main Features
n Stainless steel drum
n Automatic sensor drying
n 1-24 hr time delay and remaining time
n Large door for easy loading/unloading
n Interior drum light
n Bi-directional drum action
n Auto cool-down
n Anti-creasing cycle option
n Mains drain option
n 3-level drying

Safety
n Child lock
n End of cycle buzzer
n Warning indicators: Child lock, clean filter, water-tank full

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 85x60x60 cm

Colour
n White with Silver Fascia 

TKF 8451 AG50

8kg

largedrum 
capacity

Shirts 30˚
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FREESTANDING 
DISHWASHER  
Providing high performance, maximum 
safety and flexibility, the Blomberg 
dishwasher will be the perfect assistant in 
your kitchen. 

FREESTANDING DISHW
ASHER
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IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY  

PRACTICAL  

Multi level wash
The Blomberg dishwashers use a multi level wash system to 
provide immaculately clean dishes. In this system, three spray 
arms, placed in the bottom, the middle and at the top of the 
dishwasher, work in coordination spraying water from every 
direction to reach even the most remote parts of your dishes.

Smart controls
The Blomberg dishwashers are equipped with easy-to-
use fully electronic controls. The GSN 9476 A features 
an interactive LCD display that allows you to monitor the 
progress of your wash programme. As well as displaying the 
time remaining of the chosen programme, it allows you to 
select and change the temperature for each programme and 
set time delay function up to 24 hours.

Great performance – A+AA
The Blomberg dishwasher range has “A+” ratings for energy 
consumption and “A” for washing performance and drying 
effectiveness.

Time saving
We continually try to minimise the duration 
of wash cycles to maximise your free time. 
Therefore, Blomberg offers some of the shortest 
programmes in the market. Mini 30’ cleans lightly soiled 
dishes in 30 minutes. A express 58’ programme delivers 
“A” washing performance in 58 minutes.

A express58

express

Low noise level
The new Blomberg GSN 9476 A is one of the 
quietest dishwasher on the market offering a low 
noise level at 43 dBA.

silent
wash

43
dBA
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IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

PRACTICAL  EASY TO UNLOAD

Multi detergent 
compatible 
The Blomberg dishwashers 
are compatible with all 
kinds of liquid, powder 
and tablet detergents. 
Regardless of your 
choice of detergent, your 
dishwasher will give the same outstanding performance. 
Furthermore, the detergent container is user friendly and has 
cross opening lids for an easy refill.

FREESTANDING DISHW
ASHER

Half load
There’s no need to wait 
for both baskets to be 
fully loaded to start your 
dishwasher. The half-load 
option offers complete load 
flexibility. No matter where 
you place your dishes, the 
half load function will wash 
them thoroughly optimising 
water consumption 
according to the dish load.

Salt and rinse aid indicators
In dishwashers, salt is used to adjust the water hardness level 
in order to avoid etching marks on delicate glassware. And, 
for sparkling dishes and glasses, rinse aid adds the finishing 
touch. The Blomberg dishwashers have salt and rinse aid 
indicators that will let you know when it is time for a refill.

Practical lower basket
To maximise space in the lower basket the Blomberg 
dishwashers feature folding tines that are easily folded 
down for easy placement of large pots and pans.

Sliding cutlery basket
The Blomberg dishwasher’s cutlery basket slides easily along 
the tilting tines in the lower basket for flexible placement.

Flexible upper basket
The Blomberg dishwashers are equipped with smartRACK, a 
height-adjustable upper basket, which can be raised to make 
room for pans, large plates and baking trays in the bottom 
basket or lowered to hold tall glasses. This system allows you 
to adjust the basket height in one simple action, even when 
the basket is fully loaded.
The upper basket also features height adjustable shelves 
for mugs that can be positioned at two separate levels 
depending on your needs. 
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IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

EASY TO UNLOAD SAFE

Antibacterial seal
Food and dirt particles collected 
on the bottom of the dishwasher 
tank lead to bacteria formation. 
To maximise hygiene conditions, 
the dishwasher door is coated 
with an antibacterial seal that 
helps reduce bacteria for 
maximum hygiene.

Stainless steel interior
The Blomberg dishwashers have stainless steel high quality 
interiors that not only protect the machine from heat and 
corrosion, but also sanitise your dishes with the highest wash 
temperatures available.

Flow through heater
The heater on the Blomberg dishwashers are concealed to 
provide a safer and more convenient alternative to an exposed 
heater. This allows plastic dishware to be placed on the top or 
bottom baskets without the risk of damage.

Quality tested
We test 100% of Blomberg dishwashers before they leave our 
factory. For maximum durability, 2% of all machines undergo 
a thorough test. Every machine is tested for safety and 
functionality. Furthermore, Blomberg dishwashers are tested 
for life cycle durability on various programmes. 

aquaVoid™ 
In case the float system detects water leakage, 
safety switch activates the drain pump and 
deactivates the water inlet valve.  The water inside 
the dishwasher is then discharged.

aquAvoid

Brushless DC™ Motor (BLDC Motor)
The GSN 9476 A introduces the BLDC Motor 
which brings energy and water consumption 
efficiency while performing quietly in the 
background.

BLDC
motor
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IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

SAFE  

FREESTANDING DISHW
ASHER

DMFS
DMFS (double motion float system) is an enhanced anti-leak system designed to provide maximum security against 
water damage with minimum service cost. It is an intelligent mechanism, available with the Blomberg dishwashers, 
that detect the source of excess water collection. In this system, there are two float agents. In minor amounts of water 
collection, the first agent activates the drain pump, and the machine continues to run until the cycle is complete eliminating 
an unnecessary visit by a service engineer. If there is an operational problem, the second float agent is involved, which alerts the 
aquAvoid™ plus system to turn off the water supply, and shuts off the machine.

doublemotion
float system
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A express58

express

aquAvoid BLDC
motor

silent
wash

43
dBA

doublemotion
float system

DISHWASHER

60 cm Full Size Dishwasher With LCD control display

A+AA 
13 place settings 
Brushless DC Motor - efficient and quiet performance  
Low water consumption - 10 litres 

Programmes
n  7 wash programmes: 

Prewash, mini 30’, eco 50°, A Xpress58’, intensive 70°, delicate 40,  
Auto 40-65°C

n  6 wash temperatures 

Main Features
n Whisper Quiet performance at 43 dB
n 24 h time delay
n Half load 
n Turbo fan drying
n Salt and rinse aid indicator

Interior Design
n smartRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket
n Height adjustable shelves for mugs
n Foldable plate supports in the lower basket

Safety
n aquAvoid™ plus
n DMFS double motion float system
n Antibacterial seall

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 85x60x57cm 

Colour
n White

GSN 9476 A 

DISHWASHER
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FREESTANDING DISHW
ASHER

DISHWASHER

60 cm Full Size Dishwasher

A+AA 
12 place settings
LED indicator lights

Programmes
n 5 wash programmes:
 Prewash, mini 30’, eco 50°, A express 58’, intensive 70°

Special Functions
n Half load
n Time delay

Main Features
n 48 dBA noise level
n 3 / 6 / 9 hr time delay
n LED progress indicator lights
n Salt and rinse aid indicators

Interior Design
n FlexiRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket
n Height adjustable shelves for mugs
n Foldable plate supports in the lower basket

Safety
n aquAvoid™

n DMFS double motion float system
n Antibacterial seal

Product Dimensions
n HxWxD: 85x60x57 cm

Colour
n White

GSN 9122

A express58

express

aquAvoid doublemotion
float system
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FREESTANDING 
REFRIGERATION  
Welcome to the world of Blomberg cooling 
and freezing products, where hygiene 
and technology meet to provide the best 
environment for your food. We cannot think of  
a better place to keep your food safe and fresh. 

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION
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FEATURES

Freezer drawers   
Carefully designed to ensure that the look of your fridge 
freezer is different and stylish, the KFD 9952 PXD features  
2  freezer drawers for flexible storage solutions. Offering  a 
large volume, they can store bulky and tall items with ease. 

Automatic ice maker 
The KFD 9952 PXD can be plumbed into your 
water supply to give you chilled water on tap and 
the automatic ice maker will keep you in good supply of ice 
cubes.

Electronic display with touch control 
The electronic control display allows accurate temperature 
settings with the use of touch control buttons. The quick 
cool and fast freeze functions enable you to quickly boost 
the temperature level of the fridge or the freezer. 

The Eco functions are designed to minimise energy 
consumption. When the fridge doors remain closed for 
6 consecutive hours, and the electronic settings are left 
unaltered, the fridge compartment automatically goes to 
‘Energy saving’ mode. In this mode the temperature in the 
freezer drawers is preserved at -18°C. If you go on holiday, 
the ‘holiday’ mode can save you energy by reducing the fridge 
temperature. 

FRENCH DOOR-
FRIDGE FREEZER

Frost Free 
Frost Free creates an ideal and permanently cold 
environment to store fresh and frozen food while  
eliminating build-up of ice and bacteria in the freezer. You will 
find that food packs do not stick together and best of all, you 
won’t need to defrost your freezer any more.

frostfree

icemaker
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FRENCH DOOR 
FRIDGE FREEZER

84 cm French Door Fridge Freezer

600 lt / 21.2 cu.ft total gross volume  
Fully Frost free  
Electronic display with touch buttons 

Fridge
n 395 lt / 14.0 cu.ft net volume 
n Blue zone technology 
n 0-3°C Super Fresh zone 
n Chilled water dispenser (water filter supplied) 
n Height adjustable glass shelves 
n Chrome door rack 
n 2 transparent crisper drawers 

Freezer 
n 154 lt / 5.4 cu.ft net volume 
n Automatic ice maker in upper drawer (water filter supplied) 

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal

Technical Information
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 182x84x79.5cm (incl. handle protrusion)

Colour 
n  Stainless steel - KFD 9952 PXD

KFD 9952 PXD

frostfree superfresh
zone

bluezone water
dispenser

icemaker

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

NEW
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Minimum energy consumption
Preservation of natural resources is a priority for Blomberg, 
where not only production facilities are environment 
conscious, but also all products. All Blomberg cooling 
models are “A+” rated using up to 25% less energy 
than “A” rated models, helping you save money and energy.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY  

FUNCTIONAL  

‘Food Protector’ technology
Blomberg’s innovative ‘Food Protector’ technology 
uses an electronic temperature control system 
ensuring the freezer compartment carries on 
working even when ambient temperatures 
plummet. The system will keep the freezer working in 
ambient temperatures as low as -15°C and therefore 
ensures that frozen food is protected.
As well as giving piece of mind, you will have the opportunity 
to locate your Blomberg Frost Free fridge-freezer or freezer 
in the kitchen, or anywhere else in the home (such as the 
garage).

‘food
protector’

-15°C
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Electronic controls
The electronic controls featured in the FNT9671P allow 
accurate temperature settings. The Fast freeze function 
enables you to boost and restore the temperature level of 
the freezer quickly after placing large amounts of fresh food 
inside. Furthermore, there is an integrated alarm system that 
will warn you if the door is accidentally left ajar.

0-3°C super fresh zone
The super fresh zone that is featured in the 
SOM9651P maintains the temperature of the 
compartment just above freezing point and keeps 
humidity at an optimum level. It should ensure 
that fish and meat retain their vitamin and nutritional values, 
subtle flavours and a fresh, attractive appearance for twice as 
long compared to a regular fridge.

IN HARMONY 
WITH YOU  

FUNCTIONAL  

4-star freezing
All Blomberg freezers have a 4-star rating for efficient freezing 
performance. They can freeze and store food at a minimum 
temperature of -18°C, and for up to 12 months.

Frost Free 
Frost free technology is an advanced cooling system featured 
in selected Blomberg fridge freezers. Frost free cooling 
creates a permanently cold environment, eliminating build-up 
of ice and bacteria in the freezer. You will find food packs do 
not stick together and best of all, you won’t need to defrost 
your freezer any more.

frostfree

superfresh
zone

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION
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Transparent and telescopic drawers
The fronts of the crisper and freezer drawers are transparent 
to allow you to see the contents clearly, saving time and 
minimising energy loss. Telescopic drawers featured in 
certain models provide easier access to the refrigerator 
contents.

Twist and serve  
ice cube tray
With Blomberg’s twist and 
serve ice cube tray, your ice 
will be ready in three simple 
steps: Fill with water, leave to 
freeze, then simply twist. The 
ice cubes will be collected in 
the tray underneath.

Glass shelves
The shelves are made of safety glass, and are highly impact 
resistant. They help to prevent food and beverages spilling 
onto the lower shelves, making cleaning easier. They can be 
placed on different levels to allow for maximum flexibility.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

PRACTICAL
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Maximum space
Blomberg tall freezer FNT9671P offers a variety of storage solutions. You can have easy access to small items in your freezer by means 
of the practical “in door’ compartments. There is also a large capacity freezer compartment - ideal for the storage of large items, and 
the freezer tray located inside the drawer is ideal for freezing soft fruits, such as berries. And if you still need space, the middle shelf 
between the two top drawers is removable to allow you to store even larger items.

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION
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Antibacterial door seals
For maximum hygiene, Blomberg fridge, freezer and fridge-
freezer door seals are coated with an antibacterial seal that 
eliminates bacteria.

Quality tested
We test 100% of our refrigerators before they leave our 
factory. For maximum durability, 2% of all our machines 
undergo a thorough test. Every machine is tested for safety 
and functionality. Furthermore, Blomberg refrigerators are 
tested for life cycle durability on various functions.

IN HARMONY 
WITH NATURE  

SAFE
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FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

FRIDGE FREEZERS

70cm Combi Fridge Freezer 

410 lt / 14.5 cu.ft total gross volume  
Frost Free  
Twist and serve ice cube trays 

Fridge
n 230 lt / 8.2 cu.ft net volume 
n 2 transparent salad crispers 
n Glass shelves 
n Transparent door racks 
n Chrome coated bottle retainer 
n Chrome coated wine rack 
n Soft opening storage box under door rack  

Freezer 
n 118 lt / 6.0 cu.ft net volume 
n Frost Free 
n Freezer works in ambient temperatures down to -15°C
n Twist & serve ice cube tray
n 3 full width transparent drawers, one is half depth
n 1 top drawer with twist and serve trays

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal and handles

Technical Information
n Reversible doors
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 191x70x60 cm 

Colour 
n White - KGM9690P 
n Stainless steel - KGM9690PX 

KGM 9690 P / KGM 9690 PX 

frostfree ‘food
protector’

-15°C
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FRIDGE FREEZERS

60 cm Combi Fridge Freezer

315 lt / 11.1 cu.ft total gross volume
Frost free
Twist and serve ice cube trays

Fridge
n 175 lt / 6.2 cu.ft net volume
n 1 transparent salad crisper
n Glass shelves
n Transparent door racks
n Chrome coated bottle retainer
n Chrome coated wine rack
n Interior light

Freezer 
n 94 lt / 3.3 cu.ft net volume
n Frost free
n Freezer works in ambient temperatures down to -15°C
n Slimline storage tray
n Twist & serve ice cube tray
n 3 full depth transparent drawers, one is half width
n 1 half depth plastic transparent drawer

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal and handles

Technical Information
n Reversible doors
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 190.5x59.5x60 cm

Colour 
n White -  KGM 9680 P 

KGM 9680 P

frostfree ‘food
protector’

-15°C
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FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

FRIDGE FREEZERS

55 cm Combi Fridge Freezer

300 lt / 10.5 cu.ft total gross volume
Frost free
Chrome coated wine rack

Fridge
n 157 lt / 5.5 cu.ft net volume
n 1 transparent salad crisper
n Glass shelves
n Transparent door racks
n Chrome coated wine rack
n Interior light

Freezer 
n 87 lt / 3.1 cu.ft net volume
n Frost free
n Freezer works in ambient temperatures down to -15°C
n Ice bank tray
n Top compartment with drop-down flap
n 2 full depth plastic transparent drawers
n 1 half depth plastic transparent drawer

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal

Technical Information
n Reversible doors
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 182x54.5x60 cm

Colour 
n White - KGM 9550 P
n Stainless steel - KGM 9550 PX

KGM 9550 P / KGM 9550 PX

frostfree ‘food
protector’

-15°C
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TALL
LARDER FRIDGE

60 cm Tall Larder Fridge

370 lt / 13.1 cu.ft total gross volume
Air circulation fan to improve cooling performance 
Super fresh zone

Fridge
n 335 lt / 11.8 cu.ft net volume
n Auto defrost function
n Telescopic 0-3°C super fresh zone
n 1 transparent salad crisper
n Glass shelves
n Transparent door racks
n Chrome coated wine rack
n Interior light

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal and handle

Technical Information
n Reversible door
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 171x60.5x60 cm

Colour 
n White

Matching Freezer 
n FNT 9671 P

SOM 9651 P

superfresh
zone
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FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

 
TALL FREEZER

60 cm Tall Freezer

265 lt / 9.4 cu.ft total gross volume
Frost free
LED display

Freezer 
n 227 lt / 8.0 cu.ft net volume
n Frost free 
n Fast freeze function
n Twist & serve ice cube tray
n 4 full depth plastic transparent drawers including big drawer compartment
n 1 half depth plastic transparent drawer
n 2 transparent flaps
n 2 door pockets storage
n Works in ambient temperatures down to -15°C

Hygiene
n Antibacterial door seal and handles

Technical Information
n Reversible door
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 171x60.5x60 cm

Colour 
n White

Matching Larder Fridge 
n SOM 9651 P

FNT 9671 P

frostfree ‘food
protector’

-15°C
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UNDERCOUNTER FRIDGES

TSM 1551 P TSM 1541 P

Undercounter Larder Fridge 

135 lt / 4.8 cu.ft total gross volume 

Fridge
n 130 lt / 4.6 cu.ft net volume
n Transparent crisper
n Glass shelves 
n Chrome coated bottle retainer

Hygiene
n Antibacterial seal 

Technical Information
n Reversible door
n Handle supplied with appliance, to be fitted separately
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 85x54.5x60 cm 

Colour
n  White

Matching Freezer
n  FTM 1531 P and FNE 1531 P

Undercounter Fridge with 4-Star Freezer 

120 lt / 4.2 cu.ft total gross volume 

Fridge 
n 101 lt / 3.5 cu.ft net volume
n Transparent crisper
n Glass shelves
n Chrome coated bottle retainer 

Freezer   
n 13 lt / 0.5 cu.ft net volume 
n 1 ice cube tray

Hygiene
n Antibacterial seal

Technical Information
n Reversible door
n Handle supplied with appliance, to be fitted separately
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 85x54.5x60 cm

Colour
n White
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FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

FNE 1531 P

Undercounter Freezer 

90 lt / 3.2 cu.ft total gross volume 
Frost Free

Freezer 
n 75 lt / 2.6 cu.ft net volume 
 n Fast freeze function
n Indicator lights
n Ice bank tray
n 2 full depth transparent drawers
n 1 half depth plastic transparent drawer
n Works in ambient temperatures down to -15°C

Hygiene
n Antibacterial seal
Technical Information
n Reversible door
n Handle supplied with appliance, to be fitted separately
n Dimensions (HxWxD): 85x54.5x60 cm

Colour 
n White

Matching Larder
n  TSM 1551 P

frostfree ‘food
protector’

-15°C

UNDERCOUNTER FREEZERS
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

BUILT-IN   106-110
FREESTANDING   111-118

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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MODEL CODE BDO 9564X BDO 9400WG BEO 9444 X BEO 9400WG BEO 9414X

Type Multifunction double oven Fan double oven Fully programmable  
multifunction oven Fan oven with digital LED timer Fan Oven 

CONTROL TYPE
Programmable animated LED display ● - ● ● - 
Programmable digital display - - - - -
Rotary control ● - ● ● ●

Push-pop-out knobs ● ● ● ● ●

Electronic temperature control, 5°C sensitive ● ● ● ● ●

COOKING FUNCTIONS
Number of cooking functions 12 7 8 4
Bottom heater ● ● ● -
Top heater - - - -
Conventional ● ● ● -
Conventional+fan ● ● ● -
Fan cooking ● ● ● ●

3D ● - ● -
Low grill ● ● - -
Low grill+fan - - - -
Grill ● ● ● ●

Grill+fan ● - ● ●

Slow cooking ● - - -
Warm keeping ● - - -
Defrost ● ● ● ●

Booster - - - -
Pizza ● - - -
ADDITIONAL COOKING OPTIONS
Booster, fast to-the-degree heating ● - - - -
Door closed grilling ● ● ● ● ●

MAIN OVEN 
Energy efficiency class A -20% A -20% A -20% A -20% A -20%
Cavity volume, lt 65 65 65 65 65
Smooth surface ● ● ● ● ●

Nano Coating Technology - - ● - -
Easy Clean™ grey enamel ● ● ● ● ●

Catalytic back wall - - - - ●

Catalytic side wall ● ● ● ● -
Removable side racks ● ● ● ● ●

TOP OVEN 
Energy efficiency class A -20% A -20% -  -  - 
Cavity volume, lt 35 35 -  -  - 
Grill Type recessed grill integrated in the oven recessed grill integrated in the oven -  -  - 
Fully Variable Grill ● ● -  -  - 
Interior light ● ● -  -  - 
Drop down door ● ● -  -  - 
Easy Clean™ grey enamel ● ● -  -  - 
Smooth surface ● ● -  -  - 
LIGHTING
Interior light ● ● ● ● ●

Light type Square halogen - - - Cylindrical lamp
Number of lights 2 2 1 1 1
Oven light with door opening ● ● ● ● ●

OVEN DOOR
Full width glass inner door ● ● ● ● ●

Removable door ● ● ● ● ●

Drop down door ● ● ● ● ●

SAFETY
Key lock ● ● ● ● ●

ACCESSORIES
Cooking tray ● ● ● ● ●

Baking tray ● ● ● ● -
Wire shelf ● ● ● ● ●

Level of telescopic rack - - 1 - -
PERFORMANCE
Total power, kW 5.5 5.5 3.1 3.1 2.3
Energy consumption:
Conventional, kWh 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88  - 
Fan cooking, kWh 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Noise level, dBA 46 46 46 46 46
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50
Amperage, A 25 25 25 25 25
CE / VDE approved ● ● ● ● ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 895x594x567 895x594x567 595x594x567 595x594x567 595x594x567
COLOUR OPTIONS
Fingerprint free stainless steel ● - ● - ●

White high gloss finish - ● - ● - 

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

BUILT-IN OVENS
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MODEL CODE BDO 9564X BDO 9400WG BEO 9444 X BEO 9400WG BEO 9414X

Type Multifunction double oven Fan double oven Fully programmable  
multifunction oven Fan oven with digital LED timer Fan Oven 

CONTROL TYPE
Programmable animated LED display ● - ● ● - 
Programmable digital display - - - - -
Rotary control ● - ● ● ●

Push-pop-out knobs ● ● ● ● ●

Electronic temperature control, 5°C sensitive ● ● ● ● ●

COOKING FUNCTIONS
Number of cooking functions 12 7 8 4
Bottom heater ● ● ● -
Top heater - - - -
Conventional ● ● ● -
Conventional+fan ● ● ● -
Fan cooking ● ● ● ●

3D ● - ● -
Low grill ● ● - -
Low grill+fan - - - -
Grill ● ● ● ●

Grill+fan ● - ● ●

Slow cooking ● - - -
Warm keeping ● - - -
Defrost ● ● ● ●

Booster - - - -
Pizza ● - - -
ADDITIONAL COOKING OPTIONS
Booster, fast to-the-degree heating ● - - - -
Door closed grilling ● ● ● ● ●

MAIN OVEN 
Energy efficiency class A -20% A -20% A -20% A -20% A -20%
Cavity volume, lt 65 65 65 65 65
Smooth surface ● ● ● ● ●

Nano Coating Technology - - ● - -
Easy Clean™ grey enamel ● ● ● ● ●

Catalytic back wall - - - - ●

Catalytic side wall ● ● ● ● -
Removable side racks ● ● ● ● ●

TOP OVEN 
Energy efficiency class A -20% A -20% -  -  - 
Cavity volume, lt 35 35 -  -  - 
Grill Type recessed grill integrated in the oven recessed grill integrated in the oven -  -  - 
Fully Variable Grill ● ● -  -  - 
Interior light ● ● -  -  - 
Drop down door ● ● -  -  - 
Easy Clean™ grey enamel ● ● -  -  - 
Smooth surface ● ● -  -  - 
LIGHTING
Interior light ● ● ● ● ●

Light type Square halogen - - - Cylindrical lamp
Number of lights 2 2 1 1 1
Oven light with door opening ● ● ● ● ●

OVEN DOOR
Full width glass inner door ● ● ● ● ●

Removable door ● ● ● ● ●

Drop down door ● ● ● ● ●

SAFETY
Key lock ● ● ● ● ●

ACCESSORIES
Cooking tray ● ● ● ● ●

Baking tray ● ● ● ● -
Wire shelf ● ● ● ● ●

Level of telescopic rack - - 1 - -
PERFORMANCE
Total power, kW 5.5 5.5 3.1 3.1 2.3
Energy consumption:
Conventional, kWh 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88  - 
Fan cooking, kWh 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Noise level, dBA 46 46 46 46 46
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50
Amperage, A 25 25 25 25 25
CE / VDE approved ● ● ● ● ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 895x594x567 895x594x567 595x594x567 595x594x567 595x594x567
COLOUR OPTIONS
Fingerprint free stainless steel ● - ● - ●

White high gloss finish - ● - ● - 

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

MODEL CODE MKN 54322 X MKN 24201 W

Type Ceramic Ceramic
Width, cm 60 60
CONTROL TYPE
Touch sensitive front control ● -
Side control - ●

Separate touchpads ● -
Digital display ● -
Timer ● -
Oven control - -
ZONES
Type of zones Electric Electric
Cooking levels per zone 1-9 1-6
Numbers of zones 4 4
Front left, mm - W ∅210 / 120 - 220 / 1750 W ∅170 - 1700 W
Rear left, mm - W ∅ 140 - 1200 W ∅ 140 - 1200 W
Front right, mm - W ∅160 - 1500 W ∅140 - 1200 W
Rear right, mm - W ∅140 / 250 - 2000 / 1000 W ∅170 - 1700 W
FEATURES
Precise heat adjustment ● ●

On / off indicator ● ●

Booster, fast to-the-degree heating - -
Heat-up and simmering ● -
SAFETY
Child lock ● ●

Anti-over flow ● -
Automatic stop system ● -
Individual residual heat indicators ● ●

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Total power, W 6900 6800
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50
Amperage, A 32 32
CE / VDE approved ● ●

DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 55x580x510 71x570x510
Niche dimensions (WxD), mm 560x490 560x490
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 145x655x555 145x655x555
Unpacked weight Kg 11 11
Packed weight Kg 12 12
COLOUR OPTIONS
Stainless steel frames ● -
White high gloss finish - ●

BUILT-IN ELECTRIC HOBS

MODEL CODE GEN 53415 E

Type Gas
Width, cm 60
CONTROL TYPE
Front mounted controls set into hard glass base -
Front mounted controls -
Front controls ●

Side controls -
BURNERS
Number and type of burners 3 gas + 1 wok
Front left, W 3.3 (triple ring wok)
Rear left, W 1.7
Front right, W 1
Rear right, W 1.7
Center, W -
Front center, W -
Rear center, W -
FEATURES
Burner caps Cast iron
Pan supports Cast iron
Electronic ignition integrated into the knobs
SAFETY
Flame failure gas cut-out device ●

Individual residual heat indicators for the vitroceramic zones -
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Gas power, W 8600
Electric power, W -
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-230 / 50
Amperage, A -
CE / EN30 approved ●

DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 98x580x510
Niche dimensions (WxD), mm 560x490
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 190x670x580
Unpacked weight Kg 10.23
Packed weight Kg 11.95
COLOUR OPTIONS
Stainless steel ●

BUILT-IN GAS HOBS

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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MODEL CODE WMI 7462 W20

Type Fully electronic integrated Washing 
machine 

MAIN FEATURES
Load capacity, kg 7
Drum volume, lt 55
Control type Knob & digital display 
Maximum spin speed, rpm 1600
No spin ●

Time delay up to 24hr
Remaining time ●

Automatic water adjustment system ●

Durable heater ●

Drum material Stainless steel 
Porthole diameter, cm 30
Door opening angle 135
Door hinge Left hand side
Cold fill ●

PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 16
Hand wash ●

Dark wash ●

Woollens ●

Mini 14' ●

Cottons 20 ●

Rinse ●

Spin + Pump ●

Synthetics ●

Cottons eco ●

Cottons ●

Intensive ●

Hygiene ●

Fast Full load ●

Machine care ●

Lingerie ●

Refresh ●

FUNCTIONS
Prewash ●

Quick wash ●

Rinse plus ●

Anti creasing ●

SAFETY
aquAvoid ●

Child lock ●

Door lock ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A++
Washing performance A
Spin drying performance A
Energy consumption (Cotton 60°), kWh 1.001
Water consumption (Cotton 60°), lt 41
Annual energy consumption, (200 cycles) kWh/Year 194
Annual water consumption, (200 cycles) kWh/Year 9020
Standard cycle duration (Cotton 60°), min 160
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50
Total power, W 2200
Amperage, A 10
Water supply connection 3/4" ●

Water pressure range, N/cm2 1 -100
Water connection Cold 
Cable length, cm 150
Maximum possible height from floor to water connection, cm 75
CE / VDE approval ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 820x600x540
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 880x650x600
Unpacked weight, kg 73
Packed weight, kg 74
COLOUR OPTIONS
White cabinet – white panel fascia ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

MODEL CODE GVN 9483 E

Type 60cm full size integrated electronic 
dishwasher 

MAIN FEATURES
Place settings 13
Control type LCD display 
Time delay 0-9.30hr
Programme follower ●

Drying system Active ventilation 
Salt and rinse aid indicators ●

Cold fill ●

PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 8
Prewash ●

Mini 30' 35° ●

Eco 50° ●

A express 58' ●

Intensive 70° ●

Delicates 40° ●

Hygiene 70° ●

Auto 40° - 65° ●

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Half load ●

Time delay ●

INTERIOR DESIGN
smartRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket ●

Height adjustable shelves for mugs ●

Foldable plate supports in the lower basket ●

Cutlery basket Sideways sliding 
Metal filter ●

SAFETY
aquAvoid™ ●

DMFS double motion float system ●

Antibacterial seal ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A++
Cleaning performance A
Drying performance A
Water consumption, lt 10
Energy consumption, kWh 0.92
Annual energy consumption, (220 cycles) kWh/year 261
Annual water consumption, (220 cycles) kWh/year 2800
Noise level, dBA 44
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240  / 50
Total power, W 2200
Amperage, A 10
Water supply connection 3/4" ●

Water pressure range, N/cm2 3 to 100 
Warm water connection, °C 25
Cable length, cm 180
Maximum temperature for water intake, °C 25
CE / VDE approval •
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 820x598x550
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 859x644x661
Height without worktop, cm 82
Feet adjustable by, cm 1.5
Unpacked weight, kg 39
Packed weight, kg 42
COLOUR OPTIONS
Fingerprint free stainless inox ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

BUILT-IN DISHWASHERBUILT-IN WASHING MACHINE
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MODEL CODE GVN 9483 E

Type 60cm full size integrated electronic 
dishwasher 

MAIN FEATURES
Place settings 13
Control type LCD display 
Time delay 0-9.30hr
Programme follower ●

Drying system Active ventilation 
Salt and rinse aid indicators ●

Cold fill ●

PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 8
Prewash ●

Mini 30' 35° ●

Eco 50° ●

A express 58' ●

Intensive 70° ●

Delicates 40° ●

Hygiene 70° ●

Auto 40° - 65° ●

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Half load ●

Time delay ●

INTERIOR DESIGN
smartRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket ●

Height adjustable shelves for mugs ●

Foldable plate supports in the lower basket ●

Cutlery basket Sideways sliding 
Metal filter ●

SAFETY
aquAvoid™ ●

DMFS double motion float system ●

Antibacterial seal ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A++
Cleaning performance A
Drying performance A
Water consumption, lt 10
Energy consumption, kWh 0.92
Annual energy consumption, (220 cycles) kWh/year 261
Annual water consumption, (220 cycles) kWh/year 2800
Noise level, dBA 44
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240  / 50
Total power, W 2200
Amperage, A 10
Water supply connection 3/4" ●

Water pressure range, N/cm2 3 to 100 
Warm water connection, °C 25
Cable length, cm 180
Maximum temperature for water intake, °C 25
CE / VDE approval •
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 820x598x550
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 859x644x661
Height without worktop, cm 82
Feet adjustable by, cm 1.5
Unpacked weight, kg 39
Packed weight, kg 42
COLOUR OPTIONS
Fingerprint free stainless inox ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

MODEL CODE KNM 1551 i KNM 1561 i

Type Combi Fridge Freezer Combi Fridge Freezer
Height, cm 177 177
Control system Electronic Electronic
Cooling system Frost free Frost free
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt 280 230
Total net volume, lt 240 217
Fridge net volume, lt 190 155
Freezer net volume, lt 50 62
FRIDGE FEATURES
0-3°C super fresh zone capacity, lt - 19
Number of height adjustable safety glass shelves 3 3
Number of chrome coated wine rack 1 1
Chrome coated door rack accessory ● ●

Number of transparent crispers 1 1
FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating 4 4
Fast freeze function - -
Auto defrost - -
Number of transparent drawers 2 3
Number of transparent flaps 1 1
HYGIENE
Antibacterial door seals ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 277 275
Cooling gas R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Noise level, dBA 38 40
Total power, W 85 125
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50
Amperage, A 0,6 0,5
Freezing capacity, kg/24h 2,5 3,5
Temperature rise time, h 13 13
DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1770x540x535 1770x540x535
Niche dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1789x560x550 1789x560x550
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible door ● ●

smartFIX, integrated hinges - -
COLOUR OPTIONS
Fully integrated ● ●

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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MODEL CODE TSM 1750 u FSE 1630 u

Type Built Under Larder Fridge Built Under Freezer
Height, cm 82 82
Control system Mechanic Electronic
Cooling system Static Static
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt 130 96
Total net volume, lt 128 87
Fridge net volume, lt 128 -
Freezer net volume, lt - 87
FRIDGE FEATURES
Number of height adjustable safety glass shelves 3 -
Number of chrome coated wine rack - -
Chrome coated door rack accessory ● -
Number of transparent crispers - -
FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating - 4
Fast freeze function - -
Auto defrost - -
Number of transparent drawers - 3
Number of transparent flaps - -
Icemaker and icebox - -
Handy rack - ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial door seals ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 118 186
Cooling gas R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Noise level, dBA 39 42
Total power, W 50 50
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50
Amperage, A 0,21 0,24
Freezing capacity, kg/24h - 6
Temperature rise time, h - 19
DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 813-863x595x545 813-863x595x545
Niche dimensions (HxWxD), mm 820-870x600x550 820-870x600x550
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible door ● ●

smartFIX, integrated hinges ● ●

COLOUR OPTIONS
Fully integrated ● ●

BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION
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MODEL CODE TSM 1750 u FSE 1630 u

Type Built Under Larder Fridge Built Under Freezer
Height, cm 82 82
Control system Mechanic Electronic
Cooling system Static Static
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt 130 96
Total net volume, lt 128 87
Fridge net volume, lt 128 -
Freezer net volume, lt - 87
FRIDGE FEATURES
Number of height adjustable safety glass shelves 3 -
Number of chrome coated wine rack - -
Chrome coated door rack accessory ● -
Number of transparent crispers - -
FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating - 4
Fast freeze function - -
Auto defrost - -
Number of transparent drawers - 3
Number of transparent flaps - -
Icemaker and icebox - -
Handy rack - ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial door seals ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 118 186
Cooling gas R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Noise level, dBA 39 42
Total power, W 50 50
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50
Amperage, A 0,21 0,24
Freezing capacity, kg/24h - 6
Temperature rise time, h - 19
DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 813-863x595x545 813-863x595x545
Niche dimensions (HxWxD), mm 820-870x600x550 820-870x600x550
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible door ● ●

smartFIX, integrated hinges ● ●

COLOUR OPTIONS
Fully integrated ● ●

MODEL CODE GGN9351 Z HKN9310 / HKN9310 Z

Type 60cm Gas cooker 60cm Electric cooker 
HOB 
Adjustable Flame settings ● -
Cast Iron Pan Supports ● -
Hob on indicator - ●

Ignition ● -
Location Front control with easy grip knobs Front control with easy grip knobs 
Flame Safety Devices On all burners -
No. Of Burners 4 4
Front left/ right - Rapidlite - ●

Front left 2.9 KWR ∅180 - 1700 W
Front right 1 KW ∅140 - 1200 W
Rear left/ right - Rapidlite - ●

Rear left 2 KW ∅140 - 1200 W
Rear right  2 KW ∅180 - 1700 W
TIMER 
Function Fully programmable Digital Timer Fully programmable Digital Timer 
TOP OVEN 
Energy Rating - A
Thermostatically Controlled ● ●

Grill ● ●

Grill Type Recessed grill + Integrated in the Oven Recessed grill + Integrated in the Oven
Fully Variable Grill - -
Grill Pan with Internal Rack & handle ● ●

Volume (litres) 31 35
Door Type Glass Glass
Door Opening Drop down Drop down
Interior Light ● ●

Interior Cleaning Easy clean grey enamel Easy clean grey enamel
Shelves 1 1
Shelf Positions 2 2
MAIN OVEN 
Energy Rating - A
Thermostatically Controlled ● ●

Volume (litres) 61 65
Door Type Fixed full glass door Fixed full glass door 
Door opening Swing left Swing left
Interior Light ● ●

Cleaning Easy Clean enamel +  
Side panels with Self Clean catalytic liners 

Easy Clean enamel + Side panels with Self Clean 
catalytic liners 

Shelves 2 2
Shelf Positions 5 5
cooking tray ● ●

ACCESSORIES 
4 adjustable feet ● ●

Auto Shut off lid ● -
Removable glass doors ● ●

COOKING FUNCTIONS
Gas Cooking ● -
Static Cooking - ●

Fan Cooking - ●

Fan Grilling - -
Grill Cooking ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class  - AA
Total power, W 12,700 W 9,900 W
Energy consumption:  - -
Conventional, kWh  - 0,79
Fan heating, kWh  - 0,88
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220 - 240 / 50 Hz 220 - 240 / 50 Hz
Amperage, A 13 minimum 32
Gas power, W 12,700 A -
Electric power, W - 9,900 W
CE / VDE approved CE / EN30 Approved ●

LPG conversion kit available ● -
DIMENSIONS
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 900x600x600 900x600x600
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1025x660x700 1025x660x700
Unpacked weight, kg 64.3 62.9
Packed weight, kg 68 66.6
COLOUR OPTIONS
White - HKN9310 - White 
Black GGN9351Z - Black HKN9310Z - Black 

FREESTANDING COOKERS

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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FREESTANDING WASHING MACHINES

MODEL CODE WNF 8441 E20 WNF 7341 WNF 6221

Type Full Electronic Washing Machine Full Electronic Washing Machine Full Electronic Washing Machine
MAIN FEATURES
Load capacity, kg 8 7 6
Drum volume, lt 55 55 50
Control type LCD Knob & digital display Knob & LED
Maximum spin speed, rpm 1400 1400 1200
No spin ● ● ●

Time delay Up to 24 hr Up to 19 hr 3 / 6 / 9 hr
Remaining time ● ● -
Automatic water adjustment system ● ● ●

Durable heater ● ● ●

Drum material Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel
Porthole diameter, cm 34 30 30
Door opening angle 165 165 165
Door hinge Left hand side Left hand side Left hand side
Cold fill ● ● ●

PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 16 11 11
Hand wash ● ● ●

Dark wash ● ● ●

Woollens ● ● ●

Sportswear - ● ●

Shirts - ● ●

Mini 14’ ● ● ●

Cottons ● ● ●

Rinse ● ● ●

Spin + Drain ● ● ●

Synthetics ● ● ●

Lingerie ● - -
Cotton 20 ● - -
Intensive ● - -
Refresh ● - -
Machine Care ● - -
Fast Full Load ● - -
Cottons Eco ● ● ●

FUNCTIONS
Prewash ● ● ●

Quick wash ● ● ●

Rinse plus ● ● -
Rinse hold - ● ●

Anticreasing ● - -
SAFETY
aquAvoid ● ● ●

Child lock ● ● ●

Door lock ● ● ●

Child lock indicator light ● - -
No water warning indicator light ● ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A++ A+ A+
Washing performance A A A
Spin drying performance B B B
Energy consumption (Cotton 60°), kWh 0.74 1.1 0.89
Water consumption (Cotton 60°), lt 52 41 40
Annual energy consumption,  kWh/Year 171 210 182
Annual water consumption, kWh/Year 11440 9020 8800
Standard cycle duration (Cotton 60°), min 205 160 160
Noise levels (washing and spinning), dBA 54 / 73 57 / 74 58 / 72
Remaining moisture, % 53 53 53
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50
Total power, W 2200 2200 2200
Amperage, A 10 10 10
Water supply connection 3/4” ● ● ●

Water pressure range, N/cm2 1 - 100 1 - 100 1 - 100
Water connection Cold Cold Cold
Cable length, cm 150 150 150
Maximumum possible height from floor to water connection, cm 75 75 75
CE / VDE approval ● ● ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 840x600x550 840x600x550 840x600x510
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 880x650x660 880x650x610 880x650x575
Unpacked weight, kg 75 70 64
Packed weight, kg 76 71 65
COLOUR OPTIONS
White cabinet – white panel fascia - - ●

A: White cabinet – silver panel fascia ● ● -

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.
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MODEL CODE TKF 8451 AG50

Type Heat Pump Dryer 
MAIN FEATURES
Load capacity, kg 8
Drum volume, lt 118
Control type Mini LCD
Time delay 1-24 h
Remaining time ●

Stainless steel drum and tank ●

Interior drum light ●

Bi-directional drum action ●

Automatic sensor drying ●

Auto cool-down ●

Auto anti-creasing cycle ●

Mains drain option ●

3-level drying ●

Porthole diameter (HxW), cm 39,5x32
Door type Ellipse
Door opening,º 150
Door hinge Left hand
PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 16
Wool refresh ●

Refresh ●

Lingerie ●

Viscose ●

Jeans ●

Sportswear ●

Shirts ●

Shirts 30' ●

Mix ●

Ready to iron (cotton) ●

Ready to wear (cotton) ●

Extra dry (cotton) ●

Ready to iron (synthetic) ●

Ready to wear (synthetic) ●

Timed programme ●

Bedding ●

SAFETY
Child lock ●

End of cycle buzzer ●

Warning indicators:
Child lock ●

Clean filter ●

Water-tank full ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A++
Energy consumption, kWh 1.92
Standard cycle duration (cotton, 1000 rpm, 60% moisture), min 145
Annual energy consumption (KWH) 232
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230-240 / 50
Total maximum power, W 900
Amperage, A 10
Cable length, m 1,5
Maximum possible hose length, cm 200
Noise level, dBA 66
CE / VDE approval ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 850x600x600
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 880x650x660
Unpacked weight, kg 54.5
Packed weight, kg 57
COLOUR OPTIONS
White cabinet - white panel with glass door ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING TUMBLE DRYER

TECHNICAL DETAILS
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MODEL CODE GSN 9476 A GSN 9122

Type 60 cm Full Size Electronic Dishwasher 60 cm Full Size Electronic Dishwasher
MAIN FEATURES
Place settings 13 12
Control type Knob & LCD Knob & LED
Time delay 24 hr  3 / 6 / 9 hr
Programme follower ● ●

Drying system Turbo Fan Hot air drying
Salt and rinse aid indicators ● ●

Cold fill ●  ●

PROGRAMMES
Number of programmes 7 5
Prewash ● ●

Mini 30’ ● ●

Eco 50° ● ●

A express 58’ ● ●

Intensive 70° ● ●

Auto 40-65 ● -
Delicate 40 ● -
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
Half load ● ●

Time delay ● ●

INTERIOR DESIGN
smartRACK, loaded adjustable upper basket ● ●

Height adjustable shelves for mugs ● ●

Foldable plate supports in the lower basket ● ●

Cutlery basket Sideways sliding Sideways sliding
Metal filter ● ●

SAFETY
aquAvoid™ plus ● ●

DMFS double motion float system ● ●

Antibacterial seal ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+
Cleaning performance A A
Drying performance A A
Water consumption, lt 10 15
Energy consumption, kWh 1,02 1,02
Annual energy consumption, kWh/year 295 291
Annual water consumption, kWh/year 2800 3920
Noise level, dBA 43 48
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 220-240 / 50 220-240 / 50
Total power, W 2200 2200
Amperage, A 10 10
Water supply connection 3/4 ● ●

Water pressure range, N/cm2 3 to 100 3 to 100 
Warm water connection, °C 60 60
Cable length, cm 180cm 180cm 
Maximum temperature for water intake, °C 60 60
CE / VDE approval ● ●

DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 850x600x570 850x600x570
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 889x644x661 889x644x661
Height without worktop, cm 82 82
Feet adjustable by, cm 1.5 1.5
Unpacked weight, kg 46 43
Packed weight, kg 49 46
COLOUR OPTIONS
White door - white panel fascia ● ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING DISHWASHER
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

MODEL CODE KFD 9952 PXD

Type French Door Fridge Freezer
Control system Electronic control & touch buttons 
Cooling system Frost Free 
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt / cu.ft 600 / 21.2
Total net volume, lt / cu.ft 549 / 19.4
Fridge net volume, lt / cu.ft 395 / 14
Freezer net volume, lt / cu.ft 154 / 5.4
FRIDGE FEATURES
Frost free ●

Quick cool function ●

0-3°c Super Fresh Zone ●

Blue zone ●

Number of height adjustable glass shelves 2
Number of door racks 6
Number of transparent crispers 2
Chilled water dispenser (plumbing required) ●

LED lighting ●

FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating 4
Fast freeze function ●

Frost free ●

Number of drawers 2
Automatic Ice maker (plumbing required) ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial seal ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+
Climate class SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 458
Cooling gas R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 240
Noise level, dBA 44
Fan ventilation ●

Freezing capacity, kg/24 h 10
Temperature rise time, h 22
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), cm - excluding handles 182x84x74.5
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), cm 191x90.7x82
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible doors N/A
Door hinge Right and left hand side
Adjustable front feet ●

Handle type External
COLOUR OPTIONS
Stainless steel ●

 * Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION - FRENCH DOOR FRIDGE FREEZER
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MODEL CODE KGM 9690 P /
KGM 9690 PX KGM 9680 P KGM 9550 P / 

KGM 9550 PX
Type Combi Fridge Freezer Combi Fridge Freezer Combi Fridge Freezer
Height, cm 191 190.5 182
Control system Electronic control w/o display Electronic control Electronic control
Cooling system Frost Free Frost free Frost free
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt / cu.ft 410 / 14.5 315 / 11.1 300 / 10.5
Total net volume, lt / cu.ft 348 / 12.3 269 / 9.5 244 / 8.6
Fridge net volume, lt / cu.ft 230 / 8.2 175 / 6.2 157 / 5.5
Freezer net volume, lt / cu.ft 118 / 6.0 94 / 3.3 87 / 3.1
FRIDGE FEATURES
Frost free Auto Defrost Auto defrost Auto defrost
Number of height adjustable glass shelves 3 3 3
Number of chrome coated wine racks 1 1 1
Number of door racks 3 3 3
Chrome coated bottle retainer 1 1 -
Number of transparent crispers 2 1 1
Interior light ● ● ●

FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating 4 4 4
Fast freeze function - - -
Frost free ● ● ●

Number of drawers 4 4 3
Number of flaps - - 1
Twist & serve ice cube tray ● ● -
Ice bank tray - ● ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial seal ● ● ●

Antibacterial handle ● ● -
PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 351 298 299
Cooling gas R600a R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 /50 230 / 50 230 / 50
Noise level, dBA 43 42 43
Freezing capacity, kg/24 h 6 6 4
Temperature rise time, h 18 18 13
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1910x700x600 1905x595x600 1820x545x600 mm
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1980x770x680 1952x665x680 1890x575x680 mm
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible doors ● ● ●

Door hinge Right hand side Right hand side Right hand side
Adjustable front feet ● ● ●

Handle type External External External
COLOUR OPTIONS
White KGM 9690 P KGM 9860 P KGM 9550 P
Stainless steel KGM 9690 PX - KGM 9550 PX

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

MODEL CODE SOM 9651 P FNT 9671 P

Type Tall Larder Fridge Tall Freezer
Height, cm 171 171
Control system Mechanic Electronic control
Cooling system Auto defrost Frost free
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt / cu.ft 370 / 13.1 265 / 9.4
Total net volume, lt / cu.ft 335 / 11.8 -
Fridge net volume, lt / cu.ft 335 / 11.8 227 / 8.0
Freezer net volume, lt / cu.ft - 227 / 8.0
FRIDGE FEATURES
Frost free Auto Defrost -
Quick cool function - -
0-3°C super fresh zone ● -
Number of height adjustable glass shelves 4 -
Number of chrome coated wine racks 1 -
Number of door racks 4 -
Chrome coated rack accessory ● -
Number of transparent crispers 1 -
Interior light ● -
FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating - 4
Fast freeze function - ●

Frost free - ●

Number of drawers - 5
Number of flaps - 2
Twist & serve ice cube tray - ●

Ice bank tray - ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial seal ● ●

Antibacterial handle ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 163 304
Cooling gas R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50
Noise level, dBA 39 45
Fan ventilation ● ●

Freezing capacity, kg/24 h - 20
Temperature rise time, h - 13
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1710x605x600 1710x605x600
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1810x665x680 1810x665x680
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible doors ● ●

Handle type External External
COLOUR OPTIONS
White ● ●

 * Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION

MODEL CODE KGM 9690 P /
KGM 9690 PX KGM 9680 P KGM 9550 P / 

KGM 9550 PX
Type Combi Fridge Freezer Combi Fridge Freezer Combi Fridge Freezer
Height, cm 191 190.5 182
Control system Electronic control w/o display Electronic control Electronic control
Cooling system Frost Free Frost free Frost free
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, lt / cu.ft 410 / 14.5 315 / 11.1 300 / 10.5
Total net volume, lt / cu.ft 348 / 12.3 269 / 9.5 244 / 8.6
Fridge net volume, lt / cu.ft 230 / 8.2 175 / 6.2 157 / 5.5
Freezer net volume, lt / cu.ft 118 / 6.0 94 / 3.3 87 / 3.1
FRIDGE FEATURES
Frost free Auto Defrost Auto defrost Auto defrost
Number of height adjustable glass shelves 3 3 3
Number of chrome coated wine racks 1 1 1
Number of door racks 3 3 3
Chrome coated bottle retainer 1 1 -
Number of transparent crispers 2 1 1
Interior light ● ● ●

FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating 4 4 4
Fast freeze function - - -
Frost free ● ● ●

Number of drawers 4 4 3
Number of flaps - - 1
Twist & serve ice cube tray ● ● -
Ice bank tray - ● ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial seal ● ● ●

Antibacterial handle ● ● -
PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN-T SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 351 298 299
Cooling gas R600a R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 /50 230 / 50 230 / 50
Noise level, dBA 43 42 43
Freezing capacity, kg/24 h 6 6 4
Temperature rise time, h 18 18 13
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1910x700x600 1905x595x600 1820x545x600 mm
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 1980x770x680 1952x665x680 1890x575x680 mm
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible doors ● ● ●

Door hinge Right hand side Right hand side Right hand side
Adjustable front feet ● ● ●

Handle type External External External
COLOUR OPTIONS
White KGM 9690 P KGM 9860 P KGM 9550 P
Stainless steel KGM 9690 PX - KGM 9550 PX

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.
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MODEL CODE TSM 1551 P TSM 1541 P FNE 1531 P

Type Undercounter Larder Fridge Undercounter Fridge with 4 Star Freezer Undercounter Frost Free Freezer 
Height, cm 85 85 85
Control system Mechanic Mechanic Electronic control
Cooling system Static Static Frost Free
CAPACITIES
Total gross volume, cu.ft / lt 135 / 4.8 120 / 4.2 90 / 3.2
Total net volume, cu.ft / lt 130 / 4.6 114 / 4.0 75 / 2.6
Fridge net volume, cu.ft / lt 130 / 4.6 101 / 3.5 -
Freezer net volume, cu.ft / lt - 13 / 0.5 75 / 2.6
FRIDGE FEATURES
Auto defrost ● ● -
Number of height adjustable glass shelves 3 2 -
Number of door racks 3 3 -
Number of transparent crispers 1 1 -
Interior light ● ● -
FREEZER FEATURES
Star rating - 4 4
Manual defrost - ● Frost Free
Number of drawers - - 2
Number of flaps - - 1
Ice cube tray - ● ●

Ice bank tray - - ●

HYGIENE
Antibacterial seal ● ● ●

PERFORMANCE
Energy efficiency class A+ A+ A+
Climate class SN-T SN SN-T
Energy consumption, kWh/year 116 169 193
Cooling gas R600a R600a R600a
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Supply voltage, V/Hz 230 / 50 230 / 50 230 / 50
Noise level, dBA 42 40 43
Freezing capacity, kg/24 h - 2 10
Temperature rise time, h - 10 10.5
DIMENSIONS*
Product dimensions (HxWxD), mm 850x545x600 850x545x600 850x545x600
Packed dimensions (HxWxD), mm 885x575x665 885x575x665 885x575x665
BUILD DETAILS
Reversible door ● ● ●

Door hinge Right hand side Right hand side Right hand side
Adjustable front feet ● ● ●

Handle type External External External
COLOUR OPTIONS
White ● ● ●

* Dimensions exclude any protruding features such as handles, knobs and bowed doors.

FREESTANDING REFRIGERATION
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INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS
All measurements in (mm)
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BUILT-IN GAS HOB 
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* Dependent on model. Check technical details on page 107
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BUILT-IN REFRIGERATION 
TSM 1750 u  FSE 1630 u

INSTALLATION DIAGRAMS
All measurements in (mm)
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Blomberg continuously seek improvements in specification, design and production of products and thus alterations take place periodically. Whilst every effort is made to prodcue up-to-date 
literature,this brochure should not be regarded as an infallible guide to current specifications, nor does it constitute an offer for the sale of any particular appliance.
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